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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NSW ADVBRTIBIMBNTS THIS WRKK

of $1.00

made in

or more

Strand Theatre.
Specimen ballot.
Exec notice—Matilda W Stanton.
Admr notice—Isaac H Emery.
Notice of foreclosure—W W Jellison.
City ordinance.
Martin L Adams—Dry goods.
Irving A Stack pole—Cream separator.
0 W Grindal—Grass seed.
Banooa, Mb:
Dr. Qeo A Phillips—Dentist.

our

Savings Dept.
on

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the »est at
6.48 a. m., 4.28, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a.
m.( 6.22, p. m.

before April 5, 1915 will
draw interest at 4% from
or

April

SCHEDULE OP MAIL8

1.

AT BLL8WOBTH POSTOrFICB.

In

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
OF ELLSWORTH
Open »

to 4

daily.

Saturday

a

effect Dee. 28, 1914.

to 1

m;
m:

4.28, p
6.22 p

m.
m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOmCB

Gomo Warr—10.40
Ooiwo East—6.16 a
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GRASS SEED

I

6-60 p
8.65 p m.

m.

am;
m;

Registered mail should be at postofflee half
hour before mail closes.

an

WEATHER
For Week

IN

ELLSR ORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
April 6, 1915.

[From

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.)
Weather
Prscipcondition*
Temperature
itation

991=2 per cent. Pure

$3.75
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cloudy
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Supper will be served at the Unitarian
vestry this evening at 6.90 o’clock.
Miss Beatrice Smyth, of West Sullivan,
guest of Mra. F. E. Pettengill.

is the

C. W. GRINDAL
I

WATER

ELLSWORTH

STREET,

WALLPAPER
|

New 191.1 line

I

Very attractive

S

borders.

at

same

prices

as

last year.

line Of cut-out and

applique

L. M. Kidder, of Somerville, Mass.,
her mother, Mrs. Celia Smith.

Mrs.
is

visiting
The

§

Unitarian club

memorial

p.

parlor

on

will

next

J

J. A.THOMPSON,

meet

in

Monday

at

the
7.30

m.

to

the

I hey go
that sells them.
there for style they go there for
value—tftcy go there for satisfaction
—

Look tor the store that displays
the Lamson & Hubbard Sign.

The Object of this
Advertisement
to

inform every reader of Thk American, who has need
•urance that all our policies combine broad protection
®ents with the lowest
possible rates.

c.

w.

F.

&

MOREY HATS, New Spring Colors

of any kind of inand prompt settle

I_MASON,
MAI IM E

ELLSWORTH,

You Can’t Make Good
with a dirty separator. The ease with
which the DeLaval separator can be
thoroughly washed and kept in sanitary condition appeals at once to the
There are no
woman of the house.
tubes, crevices, boles or corrugated surfaces such as are found in other machines.

Irving

A.

IRA

Smith & Head,

Agents

I,, ocMjton

Stackpole, Ellsworth, Maine

B. HAGAN, Jr.

TU*

Engineer,
Surveyor.

CirruptafcKi SiUctUP.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME. P. 0. Box 7
The local merchant who does not ad
open the door to the
mailorder house, which does advertise,
and which is looking for just such openvertise is throwiug

of low price*

t*

moving

atong, headed by advertitereing
AMERICAN.

ings.

home.

six weeks’ vacation with her parents,
M. J. Drummey and wife, has returned to
Portland, where she is employed as telegraph operator at the Lafayette hotel.
a

Billy Sunday is coming to Ellsworth in
moving-pictures at the Strand next Monday evening. To-morrow will be amateur
night at the Strand, with Wood, Garland
A Franklin and Brailey A Brailey on the
bill.

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
and bank a fixed portion of your Income, no mat-

District Deputy High Priest C. J. Pettee
will pay an official visit of inspection to
Acadia chapter, K. A. M., next Tuesday
A banquet will be served at
evening.
6.30, followed by work in tbe mark de-

save

ter how small the amount.”

Hancock

Mrs. Harry E. Rowe left Saturday for
South Portland, called there by the serious
illness of her father, William A.
Allen, who suffered two strokes of paralysis last week. His physicians give little
hope for bis recovery.

Tuesday.

P. J. Phillips left last week for

Highlands, Mass.,

to

see

his

M., who is critically ill, with
of recovery.

no

employment. His w'ife and
little daughter Evelyn will join him there
to-morrow. They will make their home
here be has

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

a talk by Roy C. Haines on the
of the late Rev. Edward E. Hale, D. D.
Discussion will follow.

life

Ellsworth got together

mixed team of
meet Northeast Harbor high school basket-ball team
at Ellsworth last Friday evening.
The
home team was defeated by a score of 35
to 19. This game will probably close the
basket-ball season in Ellsworth.
school and town

a

players to

contested will

case

is

volved is not large.
The supreme

judicial

court for Hancock

son, where
and where

Mr.

Monroe

is

employed,

they will make their home.
Mrs. Monroe will remain in Boston until
after the marriage of her son John and
in Augusta.
Miss Christine Howell, of Arlington, on
Fullerton Merrill, formerly of EllsApril 28. Her daugnter Margaret, who
worth, has recently completed his duties
recently underwent an operation for apas custodian of the German ocean liner
pendicitis, is making rapid recovery, and
Kronprinzessin Cecilie in Boston harbor.
to leave the hospital this week.
This steamer sought refuge at Bar Harbor expects
She will return to Madison
with her

EXTRAORDINARY

mother for

Ellsworth, Me.

an

A $1.00 warranted

Fountain

Syringe

69c
Moore’s Drag Store
Cor. Opp. Post Office

j

took a course close to the curb on the
north side of the street to clear several
In
teams in the middle of the street.
front of H. P. Carter's store the light
buggy attached to the runaway struck
M. M. Davis’ truck wagon and was overturned. A few feet farther on the runaway collided with Q. H. Gould’s public
carriage. The horse cleared itself from
the wreck and continued to State street,
turning the corner to avoid collision with
The runa team turning up State street.
away took the State street sidewalk to
just above the court house, where it was
stopped. The Bluehill buggy was badly
damaged, while Mr. Gould’s carriage
suffered somewhat from the collision,
The horse was uninjured.
Ellsworth Methodist Church.
Next Sunday will be the last Sunday of
Rev. T. S. Ross will
the conference year.
close his work with the church for this
At 10.30 a.
year.
“What God can do

altogether what was hoped for at
beginning of the year, but the actual

results

are

in

a

measure

lines of

church

activity.

the

general uplift

eighty*seven

Monday

sister

William Small has been nominated by
the republicans of ward 5, to be voted for
at the special election next Monday, to fill
the vacancy on the board caused by th«
resignation of Alderman-elect T. F. Ma-

1 thank

the

church, and the good people outside ol
the church, who, by their contributions
and kindness, have made the above possible. 1 trust 1 have played some part ix

of

was a

satisfactory.

church, eight
baptisms, fl,000 church indebtedness cancelled, and added strength given various
the

Eleven accessions to

of the

KLLS WORTH

Gideon S. Cook, of Ellsworth.
She was married to Elisha Emmons, and
Mr.
they went to California in 1856.
Emmons died about thirty-seven years
and
for
Mrs.
Emmone
many years
ago,
had made her home with her daughter.
She leaves one other daughter, Miss 1. C.
Emmons, and a son, George W. Emmons,
of
Alameda.
Another son,
Elmer,
died
twelve
Mrs.
years
ago.
Emmons, during her long life in Califor*
nia, never relaxed in her loyalty to Ellsworth and to Maine. In 1896 she made an
extended visit in Ellsworth, renewing
old-time acquaintances and family ties.

subject,

Coveney,

groom, and the best
F. Callahan, brother of
Callahan* and his bride
will take a honeymoon trip through the
South, visiting Atlantic City and New
Vork on the way back.
“Joe” Callahan is assistant city editor of
the Boston Traveler. For eight years be
was assistant city editor of the Boston
American. Prior to entering the newsniece of the

man, Cornelius
the groom. Mr.

paper profession he was a concert singer.
“Joe” is well known to Boston baseball
fans, as he was the first secretary of the
Red Sox when the club opened there in
1901. His bride was to have graduated as
a nurse next June
from St. Barnabas
private hospital, Portland.

Appomattox Day Observance.
Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., and the
relief corps, will appropriately observe
Appomattox day next Friday, the fiftieth
anniversary of the surrender of Lee. The
following program will be carrie
out at
Society hall,

at 2 p.

m.:

Music .Monaghan’s orchestra
The City of Ellsworth... Mayor A C Hagerthy
The United (States.Hon John A Peters
Abraham Lincoln.Hon H E Hamlin
Vocal solo
Our Foreign-Born Citizens, Fulton J Redman
Organization of the OAK.. Charles H Leland
Vocal solo

The exercises

are

for members of the

post and their ladies, members of the relief corps and their husbands, and a few
invited guests.
While the exercises at
Society hall are in progress, the ladies of
the relief corps will be busy
banquet in Grand Army hall,

preparing

a

will
be served immediately after the exercises.
which

—. ..1-

IjAKKWOOD

is not
the

extended rest.

years of age. She

sermon;

m.,

for and with His people.” At 7.30 p. m., illustrated lecture,
consisting of 110 beautiful slides and
songs illustrating deaconness work in
This is a
different parts of the world.
lecture that everybody interested in the
uplift of humanity should hear.
Pastor Ross, summing up the work of
“The work accomplished
the year, says:

Mrs. Mary J. Emmons, formerly of Ellsworth, died Monday, March 29, at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. C. P. Fonda,
in San Francisco, Cal. Mrs. Emmons was
of the late

BARGAIN

$1.

Ellsworth Girl Wed In Boston.
honey. Mr. Small will have no opposition, the democrats, at their caucus Satur[Boston Journal.]
day evening, deciding to make no nomiMiss Ella M. Hawkes, daughter of Mr.
nation. Tne republican caucus was held and Mrs. John W.
Hawkes, of Ellsworth,
The caucus was and
Saturday afternoon.
Joseph A. Callahan, a widely-known
will join him here soon.
called to order by R. E. Mason, chairman
newspaper man, were married Monday
The last meeting of the literature club of the republican city committee. Fulton afternoon in
St? Aidan’s church, BrookThe
for the season wfas held with Mrs. C. E. J. Redman was chosen chairman.
line, by Rev. John W. Creagh, a perAlexander, Monday evening. The sub- nomination of Mr. Small was made by sonal friend of the groom. Because of the
ject, “Seven Modern Wonders of the Congressman Peters and seconded by recent death of Mr. Callahan’s mother,
World,” was ably handled by Mrs. E. E. Mayor Hagerthy. The nomination was the wedding was a quiet one, only relaMr. Small has served effi- tives
unanimous.
Springer and Miss Alice Mullan.
attending.
Earle B. Tinker left this week for New ciently as alderman two terms, being
The bridesmaid was Miss Anna M.

Willis L. Pratt, master of Green Moun- county will convene next Tuesday, with
tain Pomona grange, visited West Wash- Associate Justice Albert. M. Spear, of
ington Pomona at Harrington last week, I Gardiner, presiding. Court will open at
10 a. in., instead of in the afternoon, as
and reports a tine time.
James L. Cook and wife returned home has been the practice in this county for
The jurors are sumlast week, after spending most the winter several years past.
in Norway. Mr. Cook wvent to Boston and moned to appear in court Tuesday.
Mrs. George L. Monroe left to-day for
New Bedford, Mass., fora few weeks.
Harvard H. Lord has gone to Augusta, Boston for a visit bofore going to Madiw

j\
I

Charles D. Wiggin has returned to his
post as station agent at Ellsworth,
succeeding Harold 8. Higgins, resigned.
Mr. Wiggin is welcomed back to Ellsworth by his many friends.
His family

occupying the
probate court to-day, Everard H. Clough
contesting the will of his father, James H.
Clough. The beneficiary under the will
is the widow, the second wife of the testaMelrose tor. The contestant is a son by testators
brother, first wife. The amount of property in-

Alanson
chance

on

old

A

on

We pay interest

1»

gree.

Miss Christina McLellan, who has been
in Ellsworth the past two years, returned
to her home at Addington Forks, N. S.,

Local agent,

Civil
Land
A- W.
Moriarty Co., Minn.

A. F. Burnham and his daughter, Mrs.
D. E. Brown, of Brockton, arrived Monday
to spend the summer at their Ellsworth

a&bmisnnrMB.

Cream

THE BOSTON DERBY

yet purhis new
will
business

and

A. W. Ellis, of Ellsworth Falls, has sold
the trotting mare Clorinda to Walter
Reynolds, of Winslow. Clorinda has a
mark of 2.18%. Her sire was CoJumbo and
her dam^was by Nelson’s Wilkes. Clorinda
is one of the three horses which went 2.20
or better in Maine in 1912.

week.

store

w

and evening.
Frank T. Linnehan has not
chased an automobile to replace
Maxwell car burned last week,
suspend bis automobile livery
until later in tbe spring.
morning

Charles E. Monn : nan, who has been ill
of pneumonia, ha* continued to improve
the past week, and is able to sit up.

The Ellsworth boys who are attending
classical institute at Charleston
are at home for the Easter recess of one

go

jQhn W. Hawkes and wife left Saturday for Boston to be present at the wedding of their daughter, Ella Marie, to
Joseph A. Callahan, which took place at
Brookline Monday.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor of tha Baptist church, has arranged for an exchange
next Sunday with
Hev. Mr. Hellers, of
Northeast. Harbor, who will preach here

listen to

Higgins

Men of discrimination

1 4
At.

waa

Spencer Hall, who has been critically ill
of pneumonia the past week, is reported
this morning asvimproving.

The Congregational parish will hold its
sociable in the chapel, to-morrow evening
at 7.30. Light refreshments will be served.

“Lamson & Hubbard” Hats

VA'

oi-jrrtiiement*.

outbreak ot the European war, and
afterward taken to Boat on for the
winter. The New York financial interests
placed an attachment on her, and Ur.
Merrill represented them at Boa ton.
■t the

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
the entered apprentice degree to-morrow
evening.
Arthur H. Parcher, who spent the Easter
recess at
home, returned to Portland
yesterday.
is a coinciYork, to attend a conference of branch elected in 1909 and 1910. It
Miss Christina Doyle is spending the
that Mr. Small
managers and special representatives of dence, significant, perhaps,
week with her aunt, Mrs. Edmon Eno, in
in the field
the World Film corporation. Consider- has never had an opponent
Searsport.
able interest is being evinced in the pic- against him.
Henry W. Sargent has leased Mrs. tures of this city which are to be made by
A Blue hill horse furnished an exciting
George L. Monroe’s house, and will move Mr. Tinker.
runaway on Main street Monday forethere this week.
Kev. J. W. Tickle will deliver a sermon noon. Starting from the railroad station,
Roy C. Haines, of Ellsworth, has re- dealing with “Christian Dynamics; a where the horse got away from its driver,
X
signed as district deputy of Green Moun- vital factor to Labor Organization” next the runaway tore down Main street.
the business district the horse
tain Pomona grange.
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. The adult class will Reaching

$

J

j

The young people's league of tbe Congregational church will hold a meeting in
the chapel this evening. A baked-bean
supper will be served at 6.30, followed by
business meeting and social.
Miss Margaret Drummey, who has spent

nnoaivnn.

mails

Fbom West—6.48 a
Fbom East—11.10 a

nniD AO IIOOMO-OLAM Mimi
at ram iluwoiti footoffiof.

I

Art her L. Foster
M. last week.

was

community.”

was a

good neighbor, and will

be

missed.

Bettley and wife, of Bangor, came
Mo day, called here by the death of Mrs.
Bettley’s brother, Benjamin Thompson.
P. C.

Granville Tate

lost

a

young

cow

last

Harold Salsbury has Frank Frost’s team
hauling barH to the hardwood factory.
the

U
COMING EVENTS.

John Johnston, of Amherst,
and

illness of a few days. He leaves a son,
Mrs. Thompson
aged about six years.
died about three years ago. “Uncle Ben”

an

week.

FALLS.

home from

Benjamin Thompson, living on the
Mariaviile road, died Sunday night alter

was

hen

Tuesday.

Mrs. Fred E. Grace is down from Greet
hatchery for a few days.

Lake

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, April 7, 6.30 o’clock,
at Unitarian vestry—Supper; 26 cents.

Sawing commenced to-day in the ne?
mill of Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.

stave

Eugene Whittaker
gor over Sunday.
there soon.

home from Ban
will move his famii;

was

He

Young and wife have begut
housekeeping in the Conary house 01
Albert

North street.
Miss Helen Flood is home from a visi
at Bangor and Green Lake. She is teach

ing

at

Bayside.

Oscar Staples went to Smithville Tues
day to help set up a new stave saw in th<
mill of A. W. Smith A Son.
Miss Annie D. Clark, of Southwest Hat
was here Saturday afternoon on he:
way to Princeton to resume teaching.

bor,

We wish at this time to
thank our friends and customers for their help and
co-operation in making: this
store the success it has been.
We would also call attention to our First Anniversary Sale advertisement on
page five.

M. L. ADAMS
■

j

JKutaal Benefit Column.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson II.—Second Quarter, For
April 11, 1915.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of tKo Looson, I Sam. xvi, VIS.
Momory Varies, 12, 13—Golden Text,
I Sam. xvi, 7—Oommentary Prepared
by Rev. O. M. Stearns.
It Is certainly restful to be in the
hands of Him who worketh all things
after the counsel of His own will (Kph
l 11) and who says, “1 will work, and
who shall let It" (hinder, or turn back)
(Isa. xiiii. 13), provided we have no
will of our own in the matter. Even
Samuel seems not to have been fully
one with the Lord concerning Saul, for
he continued to mourn for him after
the Lord had rejected him, so that the
Lord had to say td him, "How long
Wi't thou mourn for Saul, seeing 1
have rejected him from reigning over
Israel?' When we can say, "ETen so.
Father,” "Just and true are thy ways,"
because we are certain that "As for
God, His way Is perfect" (Matt, xi, 26;
Rev. xv, 3; Fs. viil, 30), we have enThen its
tered upon a restful life
continuance depends upon our living
in the perfect will of God moment by
Note the messages to Sammoment.
uel in verses 1-3: "I will send thee to
Jesse. I have provided me a king. I
will show thee what thou shalt do.
Anoint unto Me him whom 1 name
unto thee.” This left nothing for Samuel but simple obedience to Him who
was

■DITBD

It* Motto:

“4CKT >AD«I".

WOMEN FROM
45 to^TESTIFY

"Botpful and Bopafut”

The purpose* of this column nre sv'xslnc y
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the rout .*]
oenefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful 1
Being for the common good. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of laformation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect
Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed exoept by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The America*.
KlUworth. Me.
THE

ROAD

Ham's

Vegetable Compound during Chang 9

good

441 vu passing
Westbrook, Me.
through the Change of Life and had
—

pains in my Dack
and side and was so
weak I could hardly
do my housework.

TO HAPFIXEM.

I have taken Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
it has done me a lot
of good. I will recommend your medicine to my friends
and give you permis-1 sion to
publish my

Along the path of Willing Feet
And over Hearless* Hill,
Across the field of Sweet Content,
The stream of Glad Good Will;
Then through the lane of Loving Heart,
The gate that's called To-day,
And down the steps of Little Things
Into the Common Way.

—Mrs. Lawrence Martin, 12 King St.. Wiytbrook, Maine.
"At the Change of
Manston, Wis.
Life I suffered with pains in my back
and loins until I could not stand. I also
had night-sweats so that the sheets
would be wet I tried other medicine
but got no relief. After taking one bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I began to Improve and I
continued its use for six months. The
pains left me, the night-sweats and hot
flashes grew less, and in one year I was
I know I have to
a different woman.
thank you for my continued good health
’’
ever since.
Mrs. M. J. Brownell,
Manston, Wis.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled in such cases.
testimonial.

—

And take the Cloak of Charity,
The staff of Wise Employ,
A loaf of Bread of Daily Grace,
A flask well filled with Joy;
A word of cheer, a helping hand.
Some good to give or share,
A bit of song, a high resolve,
A hope, a smile, a prayer.
And in the Place of Duty Done,
Beside the Door of Home,
You’ll find the House of Happiness—
For Happiness does not roam.
—Sent by Aunt Bmma.

—

M. B. Friends:
Aunt Emma has furnished us
with
directions for an outing trip, which any
of us can take regardless of bad traveling.
Everything seems to have been rememIf you want special advice write to
bered that might be necessary to comfort, !
safety and satisfaction. The road is well ; Lydia E. Ptnkham Medicine Co. (confidefined; the supplies needed are not for- j dential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
gotten, and good things which can be
be opened, read and answered by a
shared with our fellow travelers are definwoman, and held in strict confident*.
itely mentioned. The object of attainDear

ment is that for which the vast
of human

kind

have

majority
sought though not

Sen
CUPBOARD

always successfully. There

is a sermon in
nearly every line of the poem, and the ap-

plication
dividual

can

be selected

according

to in-

conditions.

FOR AFTERNOON TEA.

John Wanamakbr's.

New^York. March 25,1915.
Dear Aunt Madge:
While travelling about this winter. The
American bas been a great comfort to me,
and not the least is the Aunt Madge column.
I don’t know your rules aod regulations, but
as I know so many of your correspondents,
I
felt that possibly you all might feel an interest in my wanderings as well.
Since I’ve been in New York, I have had exceptionally fine opportunity for sight-seeing,
and as I am resting here (Wanamaker’s)
listening to the concert. I couldn't resist
penning you a few lines.
Never have I seen such Easter displays as
the one of this year, and the hats, gowns and
lovely flowers fairly haflle description. The
women look as if they had stepped our of an
old Civil war picture; one likes them just the

custom
of serving
the late afternoon to famand callers bus grown in popularity In thLs country, evidently stimulated by the increasing automobile
travel, which naturally makes a "hot
bite" In cold weather or a cold drink
on a hot day an appreciated addition to
the afternoon's pleasure.
A new wrinkle at afternoon teas is
!
the Service of crackers or wafers
spread with orange or other marmalade, put together sandwich fashion
and heated in the oven Just long
to allow the Savor of the fruit
1 enough
to penetrate the cracker and soften It

THEily

slightly.

same.

I visited the Morgan art collection at the
Art Museum, and must say I never dreamed
of anything half so grand. The laces alone
make one catch one’s
breath.
And the
tapestries and pictures and|China ornaments
and old jewelry and precious stones! I wish
I could stay there a week.
The lenten services are very interesting.
I am taking in a series of. lectures in Grace
chuifeh on the six greatest hymns. T know
you would enjoy it so much. I must not run

English

tea In

Hickory Nut Macaroons.
To one whole egg beaten light add
one cupful of sugar and beat well. Add

! two

tablespoonfuls^of

flour and

one

cupful of

nut meats chopped
fine.
Grease reversed tins, dust with,flour,
drop the macaroons on by spoonfuls
and bake twenty minntes In a moder1
ate oven.
*
*
Chocolate Chips.
on any longer.
Beat a half cupful of butter to a
1 shall return to Maine next month, and
add gradually a cupful of
cream,
hope at some fntnre time to meet yon all.
granulated sugar and beat thoroughly.
Very truly jours,
Have ready two eggs beaten withont
H. Baines.
I A welcome and enjoyable letter. Thanks separating whites and yolks, add to
! to the writer.
You may consider your- the butter and sugar mixture, together
with four tablespoonfuls of melted co| self now an M. B.
coa. a teaspoonful of vanilla and a cup
Dear M. B.'$:
Poor thin layers of this
We have not got to fight (or the ballot for of sifted flour.
batter Into narrow, well greased pans
I women inJ&aine for the next two years. It is
all right, for I do not think the rank and file and bake in a quick oven.
As soon as
! of the voters have yet been educated up to the done, brush over lightly with
slightly
j point where they would have given us the beaten egg and cut Into strips.
victory at the polls. Bat if they come to the
Honey Macaroon*.
right side as fast in the coming two years as
Beat the yolks of three egg8 uutil
! they have during the past two, perhaps we
can trust our cause in their hands
thickened, add a cupful of strained
There
will be more college men, and almost to a man
honey and heat again. Now stir in u
we can depend on them.
As our boys become
j
cupful and a half of sifted flour, a cupour cause grows stronger. A boy whovoters,
j
ful of chopped nut meats and, lastly,
is a boy will vote for his mother every time,
fold In the stiffly whipped whites of
I was pleased with a letter last night from
j
three eggs. Drop from a spoon into a
j our State president. She said I note that so
paper lined i«u and bake in a modermany of Hancock county’s legislators were on
the right side—both of our senators. Let us
ate oven ten or twelve minutes.
_________

|

have more to say about who will be there in
1&17.
This week we remember M. A. B. in the loss
of a sister, and Esther in the loss of her bus*
band's mother, to whom she has given loving
care for so many years.
Both women —Mrs.
Holland and Mrs. Burrill—were well known to
me in years past.
How well I know that a
word of nympithy means a good deal in the
hours of affliction
Dbll.

Stuffed Prune*.
Soak largfc prunes in cold water until soft enough to pit. Slit with a penknife on hue side, remove the pit and
fill each prune with a half date, chopped walnut meat and a quarterspoonful of powdered sugar.
Press Into
shape, roll In granulated sugar and
put away a week to ripen. These make
a nice inexpensive confection.

There are a good many things I cannot
understand, and one of them is the inconsistency of the papers whose columns
for free rum, and at the same time
will print in large type the news of some
gruesome
murder, with the heading,
“Rum did it.” Is there anything nnder
the arching heavens above, that
brings so
much misery and degradation to the
;
human race, that is so much defended?
Other evils are more covered
op, but an
army of brewers and liquor-dealers and
cry

liquor-lovers boldly
any

put

stand forth, and by
and every means combat
every effort
forth by the temperance workers.

Ch*es* Canape*.
Take circles or strips of Vienna
bread, spread
tightly with butter,
grate a little cheese over them, sprinkle
on top a little cayenne pepper and«alt
and put in oven. Cook Gve minutes.
Hot

OJ

»

HANCOCK POINT.

Ray Patridge

had
;
1

a

A cake

presented

to

aon

RAINBOW, an.

NORTH

BROOK8VILI.R.

present, inEast Bluehill

wen

Joeepb Frecthy.

of

tbe on'v revolu-

returned home.

Mra. Beulah Campbell and little
,0„
Kohert, of Brewer, apent a few day* !aa(
week with relatirea here.
x
Ap|il &.
NORTH LAMOINK.
and Alria Walla made a weekend riait to their old borne at Mt.
Deaert
HaKey Bragdon, of Paria, made a brief
viait to hia mother, Mra. L. J. Bragdon
laat week.
Charlea

Mr. Freetby attribute# no small part of
success to the “kick’' be felt when, in
periods of discouragement, he recalled an
old pair of cow-hide boots of bia boyhood. With the idea that hia own experi-

supper.

Mra. Harry Bordeaux, of Borne* Bound
viatted her mother, Mra. Roland
laat week.

may prove an inspiration to some
other Hancock county boy of to-day, Mr.
Freetby has sent a brief story of hia Ufa
to The Amkhicax. He writes:

ence

478, SOUTH BHOOKSVILLK.
100 wen present, including visitor*. Thirteen names wen presented tor membership, and a das* of
ten was instructed In the first and second
degrees. After recess, it being sister
night, and the last of the contest, they
HARBOR8IDK,

March SI

Clarendon Carter and eon, ot Weat
Ellaworth, recently vtaited hia brother, Ao*.
guatua Carter.
Mra. Ivory Foas and family, who
hare
apent a few weeka with Carrie Colby, bare

bia

begin, with Hattie Saunders and Fred
Weaaei as captain*.
Tbe losing side will
a

Merle Moon returned to Pitts8el<i
today to resume bis studies.
Sympathy is extended to Chester Amend wile in the
loss of their
inl«Dl
daughter.

to tiniab.

grange. A fine program was preeentd by
the lecturer.
Next week a contest i* to

furnish

School begins to-day, with Miss
Olsdn
Norwood as teacher.

tionary veteran buried in that town. Hia
only Inheritance, as be puts it, waa a good
He says he has
name and fighting blood.
found plenty of need for tbe .lighting
blood even in peaceful occupation#, for
tbe whole acbeme of life ia light from atari

sold at auction at recess,
being the highest bidder.
April 10 there will be a harvest supper.

the grange was
Mansell Garland

April 1, forty member*
cluding visitors from

Miss Bentab True la home from v„_
*’
York.

Mr. Freetby wi* ■ product or one or me
oldest families of Brooklln, a great-grand

3

good program.

ton.

product.

MARIA VI LUt, 441.

the first and second degrees were
worked on one candidate.
The lecturer

April

~~~

lumber plant ot Lawrence, Mato.
Mr. Freethy entered the employ of the
Lawrence Lumber Co. at the age of seventeen ye*re, going from there to another
large firm in the earn* city, of which for the
poet twelve veers be bee been superintendent. Thus he knowe the business from
bottom to top; in foci, going bock to bia
boyhood days, he may be void toknow the
business from the stump to the finished

.reason.

over

“My

father died when 1

waa seven

years

of age, and my earliest recollections

were

hardships

and

a

light

for existence.

Carter'

Edward {Uilpatrick waa given a
aurpriae
party Friday evening, by fifteen of hia old
frtende and neigh bora.

My

John Carter mada a brief viait to hia
mother's over Sunday, returning to the
University of Maine, where heiaa atudent.
April 5.
Y.

introduction to tbe wood and timber industry was at tbe tender age of eight.
presented a long and interesting program.
Scantily clothed, in tbe dead of winter,
Tbe brothers won the contest by 441
my brother (four years older) and myself
points, so a supper will be served by the dug
windfalls out of the deep snow, cut
ladies at the next meeting.
them up on the spot and hadled them
borne on a handaled to keep us warm.
MOUNTAIN Vinw. 484, WK8T KDEN.
This waa no sport, done every day In tbe
after
At tbe last meeting,
a short busibitter cold and storms of forty years
ness session, the lectnnr'a hour was taken
•go.
up by selections on the victrola, recita“My experiences bare been many and
tions and vocal and instrumental music,
varied, but tbe pictures of tbe first few
followed by games. It was voted to have
years of my life after my father's death,
a May ball.
stand out clearer in my mind than any of
the succeeding years.
I mention these
MABBAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH HLt'KHIlX.
facts more as an incentive for some poor
March 3l, the lecturer presented a good
cbap that may think the hardships of life
program of readings, songs and conun- are almost too much to
bear; that in all
drums. Tbe topic, “Which were the more
tbe world there ia no place tor him. Bypatriotic, the wearers of tbe btoe or gray, just such
hardships and bitter experiences
wss decided in favor
of tbe blue.
tie; are born tbe will and determination that
freshments were served.
break down all barriers, thrust aside all
obstacles, and lead men to success.
“1 tbinkofthe picture! frequently recall
3AY81DK. 478, ELLSWORTH.
April 3, twenty-two members and one of a pair of old boots 1 wore one winter
visitor were present. Two candidates when a little lad. They were about three

FRANKLIN.
Franklin and Hancock friend* of Mr.
and Mra. J. H. Doyle, of Milford,
Maaa^
formerly of Franklin, extend congratulationa on the birth of a eon, born March
». The Milford Daily New* *aye
Mr*.
J. H. Doyle underwent a caeaarian operation, performed by Dr. George E. May, of
Newton, aaaiated by Dr. F. D. White, of
tbia town, at the Milford hospital, tod

_

the first and second sires too large, w itn a gaping hole In each
The lecturer furnished a pro- toe, like tbe mouth of a eculpin, so that
gram of recitations by Bertha Estey aud when the snow came over the tops 1 could
W. L. i’ratt, readings b.v Sister Lord, Flor- shake it out at the bottom. The recollection of these boots has helped me over more
ence Estey and Fred Smith and a story by
bard spots when 1 have been discouraged
Brother Burzell.
I
and down-hearted than anything I might
SCHOODIC, 430, FRANKLIN.
I bring to mind, for I immediately feel
April 1, twenty members and two visit- i the ‘kick’ in that old boot, and it keeps
me going and has
ors were present, and a pleasant evening
kept me going for years.
“What little success has come to me baa
was spent.
After the routine 'work, a
social half hour was passfid t>y playing been by bard work and a determination
to better my condition.
Any boy who
games. Then the lecturer presented tbe
following question: “How shall we con- has determination and never loses tight
is bound
to succeed.
duct our meetings so as to interest alike of his object
the young and old of both sexeaT” The There is nothing that can atop him.
"There are as many opportunities todiscussion was followed by a reading by
day as there ever were; in fact, I am inLorene Byder.
clined to think that there are more, and
8KDOWICK, 344.
will be still more in the future. Tbe
April 2 an interesting program was great war in Europe will necessarily bring
carried out. The question for the evening about great changes in the
business world,
waa: “Which is the more injurious, poor
and opportunities will be born
every
cooking or tobacco?” The result of the minute. It is up to our bright Maine
brown-tail moth contest was as follows: boys to
the
grasp
opportumtiea when
Whole numbers ol nest collected, 11 >44. they come.
The sisters collected 6,263; brothers, 6,281.
mink tne stftte of Maine has a greet
The first prise of (6 was won by 8adie future, and the
opportunities tbat will
Allen, who collected 3.946 nests; second arise in ber development will be varied
prise, |3, by Carl Nevells, who collected and ol vast number. As time goes on
2,806 neste, and third prise, |2, by Florence there will be greater inducements lor tbe
Allen, who had 832 nests. The brothers boys to stay at borne than In tbe past,
will furnish the supper next Friday even- and when tbe time oomee tbat the
brain
in*and brawn tbat bare been sent oat broadcast over tbe country from our Stateminds tbat have figured in so large a
Worsted Embroidery.
measure to bring the weait'h and success
A thoulder scarf of green crepe de
toother commonwealths of our country,
chine Is embroidered In worsted of
I and indeed of tbe world—when tbe time
dull green, blue, yellow and red. The
comes and tbftide tarns, when tbe wonwork is eery effective, and the color
derful resources of tbe State are better
scheme worked out Is highly striking.
known and realized, and the brains and
energy tbat have been so lavishly expended
...
elsewhere ere kept at home—then indeed
will the dear old State come into her
own,
FEMININITIES.
and become one of the greatest educawere

gave birth to
i* resting

THE BLUE DEVILS
OF INDIGESTION
Are pat to rout by Dya-pep-iets, tie
simple effective digestive tablets,
oval, sugar-coated, prepared by C. L
Hood Co, Lowell. Maas.
They give the most gratifying relief
In sour stomach, distress after eating;
belching, nausea, heartburn, eti Perfectly safe, perfectly reliable, perfectly free from narcotics.
One or two crushed In the tnouth
and
swallowed
slowly—that's all.
You’ll not think of your stomach
Ten or twentyTry them.
again.
Vive cents or a dollar.

SIMPLY BREATHE IT
That’s the Way You Use llyontel, the
Safe Catarrh Remedy.
Tbe most pleasant, easiest, harmleas, and tbe really sensible method
for the cure of catarrh is Hyomei,
which oan be bad from any drug
store. Just put twenty drops of the
liquid in the small inhaler that comes
then
with every complete outfit
breathe it. A few minutes' use almost Instantly clears the head and
stops that annoying sniffling.
When using Hyomei every particle
of air that enters the breathing oreane
is charged with an antiseptic, healing
--

balsam

small and

made of faille silk.
There are circular skirts with close

fitting underskirts.
Dresses will be trimmed with velvet
ribbons this summer.

There are dresses with waists and
skirts entirely made of box plaits.
Hats are being trimmed In black,
yellow and red. the Belgian colors.

Lingerie dresses have ruffles of plain
net on embroidered net flounclngs.
The old fashioned bodice Is herd,
tight fitting and with point front and
back.

is teaching in Trenton.
We remember the many connected with
Minnie Bail returned to Caatine SaturLittle close lace petticoats show be
our number, who the
past year and the day.
lew the gored skirts of evening gowns.
few weeks past have met with sad
looses. I
Nellie Alien, of Stetson, will teach the
They have the sympathy of all.
Point school.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Aunt Madge.
School begins to-day, taught by Miss
C. A. Penney has dug a weil (or Miss
Alfreds Carter.
Tour Child's Cough is a Call for Help
Brownell at the shore.
Don't put off treating your Child’s Cough.
R«V. W. H. Rice held an Easter servioe
A
few
of
H.
D.
It not only saps its strength, but often
Beil's friend* gave him ■
in the schoolhoaBe Sunday afternoon.
leads to more serious ailments.
Why risk? surprise party one night last week. Cards,
\ ou don’t have to.
Dr. King’s New Discov- i
April 5.
Hubbard.
ery is last the remedy your child needs. It i music and refreshments were enjoyed.
is made with soothing, healing and
antiseptic I There was a error in the item last week
balsams.
Will quickly check the Cold and
Itching piles provoke profanity, but prosoothe vour Child’s Oough away.
No odds stating that Mrs. Lucy Bail had been in
fanity won’t cure them.
Doan’s Ointment
how bad the Cough or how long standing, Dr.
the
three
weeks.
She
was
in
the
hospital
s
cures Itching, bleeding or protruding
King New Discovery will stop it. It’s guarpiles
anteed. •Just get a bottle from your druggist hospital six weeks.
after years of suffering. At any drug store.—
and try it.
Advl.
E.
April 5.

catarrh

destroys the

—

j

and

Union.

I? foil Aro
l year nerves
c r
jamend

s;

“It will come, and our boys are tbe ones
w ho w ill
bring it.
“Although a resident of another state, j
!
there is still a warm spot in
my heart for
the grand old Sute of
Maine, and tne
scenes ol my childhood.”

6ilk poplin with the new moire border makes up charmingly.
Jet Is still used msst lavishly In trimming both bsts and gowns.

Kveulng gowns have white fringe
trimming on waists and skirts.
Subdued colors, plain and severe
lines are fashion's latest kinks.
There is a tendency In fashion to
lean toward the large flat hats.

that

germs, stogs the unclean discharges
from the nose, relieve^ the irritation
and quickly heals the sore and inflamed tissues. Trie first day's use of
Hyomei will show a decided improvement, no matter how distressing the
trouble.
Catarrh, which usually begins with
a neglected cold, ofteu becomes a very
serious ailment, so don’t wait but
it is instart using Llyomei to-day
expensive, and t>. A. Paicher always
sells it on the ‘'Xo-cure-no-pay’’ plan-

_

Thevjatest wrist bags

v.

oonto*H%ntf
a

food and

nerve

Losing Weight
ore

in bad condition,

UypotJio4^h*i:9

tonic

prescription.

E. G. Moore.

•StmrrtiMiBxnts.

The Best
and proven
Beecham

s

Remedy For All Ages
by thousands

so

B-Sd
Pills.

upon thousands of

°^r’
ia, the famous family
The ailments

tests
medicine,-

of the digestive organs

subject,—from which come
sicknesses, are corrected or Drevented
are

many serious

so

by

Bee(ham5 Pills

and y°u w HI KNOW whjit it means
sounder sleep, brighter eyes and
greater cheerfulness after your
system has been cleared
of poisonous impurities.
For children, parents, grandparents, Beecham s Pills are matchless as a remedy
tohave better

do-

tUrtwrtisnnrnte

_

manufacturing

is

—

j

recreation states in the

Mbe

sou.

the child

If yon haven't the time jto exercise regularly, Down’s Kegalet* will prevent con«tip«tion. They induce a mild, easy, healthful action of the bowels without griping
Ask
Adti
your druggist for them. 2Sc

j

tional, agricultural,

eight-pound

ing well."

instructed in

.

an

comfortably and

degrees.

are

NEWS:

MT. DEdKRT FERRY.
Raj Moon 1c teach I nf in Lamolne.
JnaM Shaw la workln* (or a J.
joh.

good”, to uae the expressive term of the
day, ie E. E. Freethy, a notice ot Brooklin, who hoe recently eetobliebed o large

Wednesday, April SB—Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with Cushman
grange, Goulds boro. (Au error era* made
in the announcement of
the date last
week aa April 8. >

of Life.

COUNTY

So Says » Brooklin Boy, Recalling
«U Karly Cow-hide Boot*.
A Hancock county boy who baa “made

This column la denoted to the Orange, especially to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers forth*
discussion of topic* of general Interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
abort and conciee. All.communtcation* mnat
be algned, but name* will not be printed ex*
cept by permission of the writer. All communication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

TotheMeritof Lydia E.Fink-

(Annie Johnson Flint.]
This is the road to happiness:
Start Now, from Where Yon Are;
MTurn to the Right aod keep straight on.**
And you'll not find it far.

managing.

But Samuel had an objection. “If
The
Saul hear it he will kill me”
Lord quieted him, and matter* proceeded, and Samuel did that which the
Lord spake and came to Bethlehem to
meet Jesse and his sons (verses 4, 5).
The elders of the towfo seemed to regard Samuel almost as God Himself
or they must have had very guilty consciences, for they trembled at his coming until assured that he came peaceably. Those who are walking with
God need have no fear of a visit from
a man of God nor of the coming of the
Lord Himself, for it is possible so to
abide that we shall not be ashamed
before Him at His coming (I John 11,
28). Having called Jesse and his sons.
Samuel thought that he saw in Eliab a
fit successor to Saul, but the Lord told
him not to look on his outward appearWhen we consider
ance (verses 6. 7).
Eliab’s contemptuous and uncalled for
treatment of David a little later (xvii,
28) we do not wonder that the Lord
refused him, for He knew what was
in man (John li, 25).
Seven of Jesse’s
who
sons passed before Samuel, all
had come to meet him, but the Lord's
choice was not among them, so that
Samuel had to ask. “Are here all thy
children?” Then he learned that the
youngest had been left at home to keep
the sheep, and Samuel said. “Send and
fetch him, for we will not sit down
till be come hither” (verses 8-11).
I am interested to know how David
felt that day when left at home and
all the other brothers went to meet
Samuel, for, knowing what we do of
David, we can easily imagine that he
would be more desirous to meet Samuel than any of hhs brothers would,
even though there might be nothing
especially for hi™ in it. Some day in
the kingdom we may talk with him
1 never
•bout that particular day.
read or write this story or think about
It that I do not rejoice to see the
Lord’s way in It. The young man left
at home because he was seemingly of
no account on this great occasion, and
then all the older brothers set aside
««d compelled to wait till be came,
and then to see Samuel taka the horn
of oil and anoint him In the midst of
his brethren.
I tmnk I can near KURD say to some
of his brothers as they went homeward, “The old prophet mnst be in his
dotage” There la nothing to It, for
they did not hear the Lord say to Samuel, "Arise, anoint him, for this la be”
(verses 12, 13). The comfort I get from
It Is that the Lord looketh on the
heart, not on the outward appearance,
and when he wants yon for any work
He will find you and get you there in
spite of all obstacles. It is ours to keep
quietly on minding our sheep, like David or Moses: thrashing our wheat,
like Gideon: plowing, like Elisha: doing
housework, like Mary of Nazareth:
mending nets, like Teter and John, or
whatever else is our regular occupation. The Spirit of the Lord came upon
David, but departed from Saul leva use
of Saul's failure to obey (13, 11). God
allows us to choose, and If we choose
the evil and not the good we haTe no
*
one to blame but ourselves.
By the advice of Saul s servants he
sought some one to quiet him when
the evil spirit was upon him, and they
recommended David, the son of Jesse,
aa a canning player on the harp, a
valiant man of war, a prudent man, a
comely man. and they also said that
the Lord was with hiniylrerses 15-23).
Being sent for. Sanl loved him greatly
and made him his armor bearer. How
•tnnge It all seems! God moves in a
mysterious way. What a wonderful
chapter! How can we refrain from
saying. "Lord, take control-of me and
all my affairs and work out in and
through me ail thy good pleasure." It
would seem that Jesse was an old man
ft this time, and his family consisted
of eight sons and two daughters (iviL
12: I Chron. il. 10), but David’s mother’s name Is not given.
The whole story Is an Illustration of
the truth of Eph. it 10. that God has
the life and service of His redeemed
all planned beforehand and will work
It out If we will let Him. See Jer. t 4-0.

»T

KICKKD TO SUCCESS.

3mong tl)t ®rangrr*.

lnow:

digestion,

For Indigestion and Biliousness
la

Imim, 10c., 25c.

kittkry

to caribou.

ALL JOIN IN
WARON DIRT

bou*«, at Newport, Wme
r()e Sbaw
by (Ire to the extent o( »10,000
ol leet week.

j.nwiri

Tuesday
E. Bird, ol
Associate Justice George
nominated (of
Portland, was on Saturday

the supreme court bench
,not her term
Curtis.
Governor
by
a student at
Wisc^sset
Clilton Foye,
was drowned In the Sbeepscot
academy,
the upsetting o( a rowrjcer Sunday by
Two boys with him were rescued.
,,0,,
Fianktin Holding, ol Lewiston, an emidied suddenly o( acute
nent Violinist,
R. I., Satttriitht's disease at Providence,
on

~~

Or. Benjamin K. Sturgia, former mayor
ol Auburn, and one ol the oldeat and
best-known phyalciana in the State, died
Birch 31, aged seventy-eight years.
Wslter R. Pinson, for twenty-three
ol customs at Vanceboro,
years inspector
committed suicide by (booting Friday.
He was born in Levant aixty-one years
from ill health is the
ago. Despondency
cause assigned (or the suicide.

visiting

his brother, M. 8. Green.
Millie V. Grey, ol Orcutt’e Harbor, is
caring for Mis. Etta F. Gray, who baa
been quite ill.
Mrs.
hill. is

Benjamin Sylvester, ol South
with

her

Blue-

mother, Mrs. Della F.

Cousins, who is ill.
The play “Down In
sented by students of
school »t Foreeterajball
s large and appreciative
April 5.

V,

Maine’’,

was preBrooksrille high
Friday, April 2, to
audience.

C.

If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Ciray’* Sweet Powders for Children
relieve Feverishness. Headache, Bad Stomach. Teeihiug Disorders, more and regulate
the B-'wels and destroy worms- They break
Used by mothers for 2S
up Colds tu it hours.
years. All druggists, iAc. Sample Fasti. Address. A. H. Olmstead, LeRoy. N. Y.

SU&misnncnia

a

Mrs.

Hutchison—Eighty-One

Years Old—Uses No OthTonic but Vinol and Recommends It to Friends.
er

CLEAN UP PARADE IN BOSTON BY WEST
DURING CLEAN-UP WEEK, 1914

.

It is the tissue building, curative elements of the cod’s livers, aided by the

good work.

method employed by the New
Eng and committee to Interest the
this
in
different cities and towns
campaign Idea has been to distribute
broadcast through New England, ny
send
merchants
wholesale
having
a
little
same out with their mail,
folder containing Invitation to tnerchants, tradesmen, etc., to interest themselves In the idea and form
local Clean Up and Paint Up comSuch cases as the above are constantly
letters of Invitation have also
coming to our attention. If people in mittees;
this vicinity only realized how Vinol in- j been sent to business men's associavigorates old people we would not be tions, women s clubs, selectmen and
able to supply the demand.
others, inviting them to Join In this
The

THE CINTAUE COM^ANV. NEW YOWK

ALWAYS

properties

It we return your money.
G. A. Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

WHY SUFFER ANY
STOMACH DISTRESS

pointed

'' hen Ml-o-na Is a Quick and Effective Remedy.
If your stomach is continually kicking up a disturbance, causing distress
after
coated
heartburn,
eating,
tongue, gas, sour taste of food, and
you feel blue, irritable and nervous,
you are suffering from indigestion and

DIRTY BACK YARDS ALONG RAILROAD TRACKS GIVE UNFAVORABLE .IMPRESSION TO VISITTHEY HURT ANY CITY
ORS.

dyspepsia.

OR TOWN

now

___

I'lia aim ot the committee is not
ach.
to benefit any ene branch of trade,
Simply get from G. A. Paroher, or | but to add to the prosperity and hapany drug store, some Mi-o-na tablets plness of the whole community.
—a simple prescription that does more
The title "Clean Up and Paint Up”
than give quick and lasting relief. |
!
is the one under which the movement
of
Mi-o-na s •othes the irritated lining
the stomach and stimulates the flow i started in St. ixiuis in 11112, and It
of the digestive juices so that what was thought best to co-operate with
use
you eat is quickly converted into the national bureau and
thlfi
healthful nourishment, then you are t\tle. as It tells the property owners
'veil and strong, and no longer worry
plainly Just what is wanted in eacn
about trifles or have restless nights.
I>o not allow indigestion to wreck community.
“The beauty of New England cities
Tour health and happiness but get
This secand towns is proverbial.
some Mi-o-na tablets at once
tjiey
are cheap and harmless.
tion has a high reputation throughout
the country for cleanliness and thrift,
and we should all endeavor to mainWatch Your Children
tain that reputation.
Often children do notjct parents know
“Here is an opportunity for every
they are constipated. They fear somecitizen of New England (man, womthing distasteful. They wiU like Rexall
Orderlies—a mild laxative that tastes
an or child) not only to show his perlike sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
sonal pride, but also his civic pride.
No city or town is attractive If It Tt
E. Q. Moore.
or
littered
up
unpainted.
dirty,
Everyone should be willing to coNotice.
AVIN(J contracted with the City of Ells* operate in cleaning up and painting
worth to support and care for those who
up, not only his own premises, but In
assistance during five years begin1. 1#15, and are legal residents of
helping arouse others to the importCilswunh. t forbid all persons trusting them
ance of this work and assisting when
count. as there is plenty of room
»ccommodattons to care for them at
Let ua all work together
7u
necessary.
th« City Pmb, bOQM.
to make New England not only clean
Aitici B. Mitchmll.

J

j

END

CHILDREN

HELJ

was sent to the principal of every
public school, to be read to the pupils. aBklng them to do their part In

Clean

Up

~

Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.

work.

__

Sickle that is even thoroughly dried
out so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust,
all
but it will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has
in
flavor
unevaporated
tobacco
its
of
preserved,
original

Take

!

!

a

Plug of

Plug Form.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
and
both
in
quality and quantity. Try this experiment

judge

for

yourself.

LOUIS K. ROURKE
Commissioner of Public Works, BosThe man who directed th«
ton.
Clean Up of the City

:

B.
Finance—George c.
Morton,
H. Bain. C. E. Osgood.
Press—Mrs. Myra'H. Gord, chairLincoln O'Brien
man: Mrs. Robert
and Mrs. George B. Gallup.
Posters and Printed Matter—George
Claude A.
chairman:
B.
Gallup,
Palmer. J. N. Baker.
Schools and Schoolchildren—Frank-"1
1
Hn B. Oyer, chairman: Miss Frances
Curtis, Miss Elsie Virgin.
P.
Retail Stores—Arthur
Felton,
chairman: George A. Richardson, H.
M. Sanders.
Robert S.
Death to Rats—Mrs.
Bradley, chairman, with full power
to name her associates.
Ixical committees along the line ot
Boston
the one lust established in
hundreds
ot
are
being formed in
places throughout New England, and
any citizen located in a t"wn where
no local committee has as yet been
established, is invited to start at once
and organize a local committee.
The plan of organization, as used
by the citizens' committee in Boston
last year, Is a good one for any local
committee to follow.
Briefly stated
We quote
this plan Is as follows:
from tire report made by that committee:
committee
was
This
organized
March 17, 11111, and consisted of one
from each f the eleven
I representative
sanitary districts into which the city
is divided. Mrs. Thomas tiherwin was
chairmnn and Mrs. G. A. (J. Ernst
secretary. The general plan that they
carried out was as follows:
May 2 to 9 was decided upon as
I Glean Up week. Each member of the

CITY.

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut lip. Comes Pried Up

hearty co-operation.
Young appointed the following executive committee: Mrs. F. L.
Young, Miss Frost, Commissioner ol
Public Works Louis K. Rourke, Fire
A.
John
Prevention Commissioner
O'Keefe, l)r. Francis X. Mahoney,
chairman of the health board; Chlel
Thomas
Jordan,
Health
Inspector
John J. Walsh of the city plannins
Commissioner
John
Fire
board.
tlrady, and the following to represent the several sanitary districts ol
J. Carlton Nichols, South
Boston:
Miss
Jean E.
Morrison,
Boston;
East Boston; F. J
Kyle, CHhrlestown; Karl Kilbum. Faneult; Mrs.
O. A. O. Ernst, Jamaica Plain; Mrs.
F. (}.
Bolster. Dorchester; V. N.
Heath, Roxbury; Miss Mabel Frost.
South
Upham,
Back Bay; H. S.
End; Howard Whitmore, West End;
George W. Owen, Hyde Park.
The following committees were ap-

Strength for old people, delicate children and for ail run-down conditions.
is also a most successful remedy
Jforinolchronic
coughs, colds and bronchitis.
If it fails to iHmefit
any ono who tries

H

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Mrs.

of tonic iron contained in vinol, that
makes it so successful in building up

Pauper

i

In Ose For Over 30 Years

ise

—

—

•

What is CASTORIA

GENUINE

A set of fifteen lantern slides was
at all the layte moving plcplaced
If
and
necessary, drag
visor,
| ture shows in the city.
along the chairman.”
! A parade of school children In the
On her suggestion Miss Mabel Frost
! West End, headed by the school boys
or the Women's Municipal league was
j band; contributed much publicity in
elected secretary.
that section.
entered
At
Mayor
point
Curley
thtq
hundred
thousand
business
One
and was Riven a rousing reception. |
i men's circulars were distributed In
Mrs. Young called on him at once for
the wholesale section of the city by
words of encouragement. The mayor j
members of the Under Forty division
said the city was deeply appreciative
! of the Boston Chamber of Commerce.
of the assistance given by this cleanup movement and so far as city officials were concerned he could prom-

C. Curtis, Maine: Governor
VV. Uates. Vermont: Lieutenant Gov! ernnr Grafton 1>.
Cushing, .MassaJohn
L.
ex-Governors
chusetts;
MassachuHates and Curtis Guild,
setts: George VV. Anderson, l nited
who are honorary
Htates attorney,
comi members of the New England
mtttee,

It's needless for you to suffer, and
is the time to quickly stop the
distress and regulate your upset stom-

■

Castoria Is a harmless substitute lor Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years It
has been in constant use lor the relief of Constipation*
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Childrer’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

with

Charles

|
Greenville, S.C.—"Itis with pleasure |
I tell others of the (treat benefit I have
derived from Vinol, for the past several
years. I am 81 years old and I find Vinol (fives me strength, a healthy appetite and overcomes nervous disorders.
Vinol is the only tonic reconstructor I
have used for several years. 1 have
recommended it to a (treat many of my
frimds and it has always proved satis- I
Mrs. M. A. Hutchison,
factory.
j
Greenville, S. C.

blood making strengthening

.::vt

ii's.

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use lor over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per/y
sonal supervision since its infancy*
Allow no one to deceive yon In this.
”
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good
Bxpbrlmcnts that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment*

tee

MORE STRENGTH
FOR OLD PEOPLE

castoria

|

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
is

0
0

COMES FIRST WEEK IN MAY

salmon werecaptnred at the openPenobscot river at
ing of the season ip
Bangor Thursday. The first, taken by
John L Thomas, of Rockland, Kgighcd
sixteen pounds, and hill be sent to President Wilson by Bangor democratic admirers. The salmon sold lor (2 a pound,
the highest price ever paid. Seven salmon
isaho the largest number ever taken at
Bangor I he flrat day.

Rockland,

£

paign Almost at Hand

Seven

ol

Children Cry for Fletchers

Clean Up and Paint Up Cam-

Holding was only twenty-nine
urday.
had a promising career berears old, and
He was on the world's tour
fore him.
with Wee. Nordlca when she died, and
fork live months’
bad recently contracted
He had been
Mme. Nielson.
<0ur with
beard at the Maine mnsic festivals.

CbsrlesJUreen,

dDbrnsimm*.

central committee tu to organise ■
local committee In bis district, to act
as Its chairman and do tbe general
committee.
supervisory work in his district.
^ The New England committee is es- I The members of these sub-commitpecially pleased at the great Inter- tees were supposed to first make a
distheir
est that the women's clubs have taken ; thorough Inspection of
in this effort for homes and towps trict anchnote down all specially unbeautiful.
tidy or unsanitary places. Including
Last year, in nearly every local vacant lots that needed special atcampaign, the women's clubs took a tention, invlMng the owners to coprominent part, and it was largely operate by cleaning up; then they
due to the co-operation of the womwere to obtain from the central comen’s clubs that the
cammittee signs, posters and advertisdifferent
paigns achieved the measure of suc- ing matter and place same In church
cess that they did.
vestries, stores and various places In
At a meeting held In city hall, Bos- their district, where they would be
Aim of Campaign Committee la to
To report to
ton-, March 25, for the purpose of or- of advertising value.
Add to Proaperity and Happlneet of ganizing the Boston Clean Up com- the chairman all bad conditions where
mittee, there was a very large atEach Community—Women’a
Clubs
tendance of city officials and citizens,
Add to Succeee of Movement—N[ri.
including many women from the difFrank
L.
Young Heada Boaton ferent women s clubs in metropolitan
Boston, and after a thorough discusCommittee
sion of ways and means of carrying
on the Boston Clean Up week camAll of New England is catching the
spirit of tldinefer
Joseph N. Maker, paign, the meeting organized ltsetl
Into a committee of the whole and
secretary of the New England Clean
• P and Paint Up Campaign Commitelected Mrs. Frank L. Young chair»
tee, P. O. Box 1224, Boaton, reports man.
Mrs. Young is the president'of the
that information relative to the Clean
Boston City federation.
l |i and Paint Up week Idea has been
She is a
mailed to over 2000 cities and towns very public spirited woman who has
In the New England states.
always taken a great interest in every,
The New England
committee Is effort for civic betterment, and no
composed of represeniatives from better selection could be made for
Clean
Up
twenty leading trade organizations chairman of the Boston
A
IT
FACTORY YARD BEFORE
who have endorsed this concerted ef- committee.
In taking the chair Mrs. Young
WAS CLEANED UP
fort for a Cleaner, Brighter and Hapsaid this movement must not move
pier New England.
the owners did not clean up, and the
This campaign has received the cor- like the old-time freight train, the
central committee were to write letcars no faster than the locomotive. l
dial endorsament of such public men
ters to these property owners, asking
"Be up to date and let the moveaa (lovernor David I. Walsh of Masthem to clean up their places, add In
sachusetts, Governor R. L. Beeck- ment be an automobile one, a self- case
^hls did not bring the desired reeach
working
starting
movement,
man. Rhode Island; Governor Oakley
sults, the conditions were to be reported £o the city pfficlals or the
board ot health, to see It some pressure could not be brought to bear.
The general plan ot publicity, to
arouse the citizens to co-operate during Clean Up week, was as follows:
A proclamation by
His Honor,
Mayor Curley.
Notices read In churches and posted In church vestries.
House to house circulars, same being distributed by the employes ot
the public works department when
maklpg their removal of ashes the
week before Clean Up week; some
130,DUO of thes6 circulars, many In
foreign languages, were distributed
In this way.
Dasher signs on all ot the street
cars In Boston.
Team signs on all the city wagons
and other trucking teams.
A letter from the school commit-

kut beautiful, and than do our boot
to keep it that way throughout the
entire year,” gays the New England

'lUe merchants of the city gave the
newspapers of Boston a double spread
of pages of advertising clean up arThese 'were run with large
ticles.
headings across the top "Clean Ui
and Paint Up This Week."
tfielr show
Retail stores dressed
windows with Clean Up articles am
appropriate signs during the week.
Many letters were sent to owneri
of vacant lots, asking them to clear
same up and stating that if they coult
not conveniently attend to same, 1
they would send ** to the commit
a
t<
man
tee they would employ
clean the lot up and put it in good or
Some out of town owners o
•tier.
city vacant lots sent the money li
this way.
A feature of this year's Clean Ui
and Paint Up campaign as conducts!
by the New Kngland committee ha:
been an earnest effort to render aic
on the unemployment problem. Abou
committee
re
February first this
sponded to invitation received fron
the state executive committee on un
employment for co-operation. With
In forty-eight hours about 15,000 clr
culars were put in circulation invitln

|I

Ready!
To make

batch

light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good living that makes the family smile.

nice

All from William Tell and all
because this is
the all ’round flour that kfeeps
the cook in a good humor.

always good
1

property owners generally to help th I
unemployed by starting just as earl r
i as possible all Inside work. Repair
lng, Cleaning, Painting, Alterations
; etc. This assistance resulted In con
Mdsrable cleaning being started lm
mediately and has given many jobs t
man whose tamines were needy.

a

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a

Extra nutritious and goes
of Ohio Red
it and the special
yours only in

V*

mico/Vib, ttAVINts

to. cu..

C. W. UkLNIML.

;

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

<£l)e <£llsu)ortti American
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

BT III

Through years too forgetful, thy memories
linger.
Wbat childhood holds dear
revokes.

faoacrlptlon Price—$2.00

a year; $1.00totals
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly in advance. $1 50, 75 and M cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rale of $9 pet

laughter the loons 'round Birch point
and the Thumb Cap
Decoy one away from the sand-hollowed

▼ear.

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
aole to The Hancock Cocimr Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

of

Tbis week’s

American is 2,430

Tbe

copies.
2,500

Average per week for 19X4,

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 7, 1915.

Ex-Governor Fernald baa formally
annoDnced himself as a candidate for
the repnblican nomination for United
letter

in a

States senator,

to

The salmon

leaps high

the rim of

near

At the shadow of swamp

roses

seen

announcements

are

com-

Col. Frederick H. Parkhurst,
of Bangor, the vigorous and hustling
chairman of the republican State
ernor.

start

R. P. Mitchell, State boys’ club leader,
Ellsworth April 13,14 and 15, to
His
promote club work in this vicinity.
headquarters will be 10 High street; teleHe has a worth-while
phone, 112*3.
proposition which you should not fail to
will be in

bear.

Warning!

fright, always facing the

He will soon resign the
chairmanship, and then
formally announce his candidacy for

nounced his

candidacy Saturday.

“Ho stronger argument for protection has ever been made,” says the
London correspondent of the Ameri-

Economist, “than is contained in
• memorandum just issued by tbe
English tariff commission, the body
can

organized by the late Joseph Chamberlain, to prepare the way for a scientific British tariff, on the new financial
and industrial problems created by
the war.
The memorandum is the
result of a detailed inquiry in which
the commission has secured the advice of leading financiers and economists

and representatives of
the
manufacturing and mercantile interof the country.
The conclusion
is that if England is to avoid fiscal
bankruptcy, she must have a protective tariff.”
ests

The breath of November
thy forests.
Each evergreen harp

plays.
lap of the
mingle.

The

Fred G.

Smith,

of

Ellsworth,

Holstein heifer,

day, which
pounds.

tipped

The American

is

has

found

one

the

those

Remember

army-

devastations of last year? Think
loss they caused.
Fortify your
crop of the coming season by burning the
old grass, brush and rubbish along road* !
sides and old fences, for it is from such j
breeding-places as these that they will!

partridge

a

sings clear through
in

thee.
The wine of free nature to have without

When spring laughs aloud
south wind,
And, near to the islands,

the voice of the

on

thy honeycombed
shroud,
Uke winter departing with agonized groaning.
Sends the message, “clear water," to geese
in the cloud.

Cb, light fall the footsteps of

around

summer

thee,
■White lilies float fair where gray

pickerel

for

Oh, home of my childhood, when life

rest seemed to be

a

safe

thing

to

was taken with great result.
We understand ourselves and each other
better than we did. We are working in
harmony for the good of the party and
that means for the good of the oountry.

order and it

“Ke-invigorated, re-inforced, united
determined, we face our common
political enemy, and unless all signs fail,
and

in two years lime the administration of
our affairs will be in the hands of men

harmony
spirit
traditions of inis great country, and symwith

are in

pathize

with its

knowing

destiny there
bope and

and

the

aspirations
in

that
are

its

and

develop-

progress

limitless

freedom

and

and
un-

bright

way
concluded

Congressman John A.
an eloquent and telling

Peters,
speech before the Portland club last
night. He spoke as a whole-souled republican to those whom be addressed as
“fighting republicans of the good old first
district

of

^laine”.

speaker

who

•roused

more

has

Seldom

addressed

enthusiasm

cordial welcome than

or

has
this

any
club

received

a

did Mr. Peters.

Fishing Schooner Manhasset Burned.
The Ashing schooner Maubaaset, of
Boston, struck on Eastern Beach ledge,
Outer Long island, March 26.
As the
vessel heeled over on the falling tide, her
upset and set fire to the vessel,
bnrning her to the water. The crew was
safely landed. Vessel and fittings were
insured.
stove

The mail-order house is waging war
the local merchants with advertising

on

its ammunition.

The local merchant

who doesn't Jight back with the
ammunition is bound to lose out.

same

were true, one should have no
farm demonstrator.
No person,

a

I build them again.
—Marie Kaiser Maddox.

deprive

April 4, 1915.

j

in

sense

which

perts in

able him to

problems and
suggest solutions;

should

pose

never

cultural

be hired

or

10

in

feature

oi

me

moca session

the presence,
Plummer, of

as

the

guests

Pres. Hersey
Speaker
Curtis, both adding to the
general hilarity by facetious speeches.
of mock

and Gov.

evening was carried on in
fashion, and the immense crowd evidently
appreciated the
entertainment. Bushels of confetti added
The work of the

the usual ridiculous

to the carnival of fun.

hills and resolves

containing amusing bits on the members
were introduced, original poems hitting upon incidents of the session were read, and

chorus”, composed mostly

the “Anvil

younger set of the
gave several choice

the

of

Augusta house

selections,

loudly applauded.
During the night artists

and

were

bad

House, and when
appeared Friday morning

work in the
bers
of

many members were
placards which hit on the
the members
with

which

or

been at

the

mem-

the desks

with

adorned

personalities

references to

of

measures

they had been prominently

connected.
Sessions have been held

till

nearly

mid-

an

ad-

journment

other lines of

of

work

speaker.

decorated with

Trafton and to Rep. Jordan, of Woodland,
who is in the

show farmers how

However,

that.

know how to milk

—

demonstrator does
if he does

be

able

to assist
them

formation

about

dairy equipment
A

farm

milking

not

workmen’s compensation act and the

fifty-four

hour

bill,

were

passed,

but

the

Massachusetts ballot law
woman’s suffrage, failed by a narrow
B.
margin.

j

whole
and

community.

hired

things for the
an intruder,

He is not

it is not the purpose of

the

farm

head

and

nose

took

W.W.Selllaon,

and
him

and

daddy

were
was

gone,

home,

and

just

he

put

so

Brat weeks of the session.

In addition to papers and illustrative
work by teachers of the island, there will
be addresses by Miss Florence M. Hale, of
Presque Isle normal school, and Ralph P,
Mitchell and Miss Marie Gurdy, of th4
University of Maine.
In the afternoon the institute will be
divided into sections, one devoted to elementary schools and the other to grammar

|
!

a

public

There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and u;.:il the last few years was supposed to
be incurable.
For a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease aud prescribed local remedies, and by constantly
failing to cure with local treatment, proScience has proven
nounced «t incurable.
Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney fc Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
internally. It acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it fails to
cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggist, 76c
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
k
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Frenchman's

Bay.

belne' ,2!
CVabtrl.

aaae premlaea centered by John O.
to leory H. Crabtt ee by deed dated
d 1M9.and recorded In Hancock eoontr
latry of deeda book M9. pa*, soj,
■tme premlaea coaeeyrd by the aald I
Tory R
Crabtree to bla wife, the aald Lottie P
tree. March 19. a. d. 1«M. and record
Mid Hancock county registry ol deeda.
f». pace twi: and wbereaa the
condition*
aald mort*ace baa bean broken,
uruaen. non tbrrt
fore, by reaaon of the breach of tbe conditio,
thereof. I claim a IwavvitMUrf
foreclosure MI
of •a)lj
s»id |»
mort.
la
ol
Iab Ik.
notice
lor that purpo*.
me and fW* this
W.
J RLL iin*
Do tod thU till dty of April i. d. 1915.
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vehicles,

on

certVln

D,

authorising him to bring suit against the
State baring been killed in the Senate

Wednesday.
Tbe bill requiring lights

a

In

P,r
01
Gilbert K Him peon made a. d. nwTi
prlalne Iota numbered 1.1.». f.
raid plan, aald aectlon and l«u l:
unded on the aoolh by the town
in* to steamboat wharf, on weat
*•00
north by
aeaane. and on in*
the
by aeenue.
road known aa Shore Drier: aleo too
ctber
la aectlon C. of aald plao. Noe 5
bounded on aoolh by land of Charles
beil'a, on the weat by aald DUUrr
Shore UfUf.
Ortre. QB fk*
na rtk
aaa<4 on Ik.
n<
rth h«
aeenoe and
by Avanna
tbe eaat by tlm
watere
of

NOTES.

Among the last acta of the' legislature
resolve
was the killing by the Senate of
for investigation of the Maine Central
railroad.
The bill for a bounty of two cents on
dog Bab was one of the measures killed
during tbe last week of the session.
The Lie Forest Keyes claim will remain
to bother future tegiatsturea, tbe resolve

various ups and downs, amendments and amendments, was Anally killed
last Wednesday, when tbe Senate voted to
concur with the House in indefinite post-

bool
tberT

vm.

a

aaaeicvi.

viaaua

■

at

tilanUB.
AN
Competent young man, Ul or 19 i
years of age. to work in drug store.
Apply to W. I. Partridge. Hluehi.l, Me.

NOTICE

An

or rOKECLOSI KE.

Chart## W. Sargent, of Son
rento.
Hancock
▼ ▼
county,
of
Maine, by bit mortgage deed dated March*
IK*, conveyed to George H. Grant, of giu.’
worth, county of Hancock and State of Male*
certain lot# or parcels of land situated in th«
town of Sorrento In said Hancock count*
State of Maine, bounded and described u
follows:
Lots number 3, 4. ft. 9. 7, I. 9. 10. u, n w
and 14 In aection *. of division
according
to plan of lands of tbs Fre neb roan ■ lUy Las]
A Water Company. made by Gilbert E. Sima,
son, surveyor, and recorded In the
repUtry of
deeds In satd county of Hancock In plan book
No. 1, p*ge 44
Hounded on tbc went by Are;
atreet according to said plan, and bounded oa
the north, east and south by tbree uuitwd
streets or wavs according to aaid plan. **i4
mortgage deed being on record in (be registry
of deed* for said county of Hancock in book
440. page 407. to which reference in hereby
made.
And wbervas the satd original mortgage to
•aid George H. Grant and the debt 'hereby **.
cured was by the said George H. Grant on
Sept 79. 1804 duly aaslgned to K K Conner!
by assignment recorded in book 451. page lift,
and by K. H. Conners to tbc Hancock Count?
Havings Bank by assignment dated Oct. I,
ISOB and recorded in book No. 507. page If,
and by the Hancock County Savjt;** hank oa
Nov. 2ft. 19(4. duly a»a goed to tbc undersigned. Frau k L. Trunny and s'. K Hale, by
as-igntneot recorded in book fttO. pa*» m.
And where** the condition of said usortbaa been, and It now broket;, now there*
ore.
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, we claim a foreclosure of **>
inert*■ k * * L- TacNDY.
gage.
C. t. Halk
Dated April 6,1014.

WHBEBA8,

fage

—

M

who can sing, dance, five
recitations and monologues, give vocal
and instrumental selection*, etc. Pay satisfactory. Address Pro A Paltry, Gen. iMsl..
Ellsworth. Me

K

subeertber
been

TH beof ha*
the

1 trmtor

estate

hereby give* nonce that
duly appointed admins*-

of

ISAAC H. EMBRY, late of EDEN,
i in the
Hancock, deceased, and
county of
| given bouda as th«* law directs Alt persons having demand* against the »stats of
•aid deceased are desired to present the same

for settlement, and all indented thereto art
requested to make payment immediately.
Uamki G. Hail.
over Moore's drug store, vacated
Northeast Harbor.
by Dr. (iibbs. Hot vrster heal and toilet. ! March 23. 1015.
Apply to E. (J. Moons. Ellsworth.

Co 3jcL

OFFICES

Insurance Statements.

xptral Sonets.

FIDELITY I'll KM IA

CITY ORDINANCE.

|

TTOTED that the City Ordinance regulat▼
lug the use of motor vehicles be
ameided by the addition of article 9. aa fol-

l>v CO.,

FIKK

city, saw voaa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 101*.
Real estate,
« 57
Mortgage loans,
Blochs and bond*.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rente.
or saw tosk

ARTICLE 9.
All automobiles or motor trucks upon the
from one
Gross assets.
to one hour before sunrise,1 Deduct items uot
admitted.
whether in motion or at a standstill, shall
have at least two white lights forward and
Admitted assets,
0l5.278.0W14
one red rear light.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 191*
Approved by mayor April ft, 191ft.
Net unpaid losses,
t ftaMMM
Unearned premiums,
7rS 3,115 If
CARD OP THANK*
M9.1M
All other liabilities.
wish thus publicly to extend to our Cash
j.MXiWOOf
capital,
friends and neighbors our sincere
4.Q29.MI M
over all liabilities,
thanks and grateful appreciation of the kind- I Hurplus
ness and sympathy shown
by them in so Total liabilities and surplus,
915,278,**84
many ways during the iiloess and death of
M. K. IIOLMKS. Agent.
wife and mother, and for the beautiful dowers
of which sbe was a dear lover in life, and now
ELLSWORTH, ME.
she lies in a bed of them.
Col a an P. Hodgkins.
Ma. and Mrs. H. C. Hooorins.
dtturt^cmnu*.
Mr. and Mr*. A. C. Hodgkins.
streets of Ellsworth. Maine,
public
hour after sunset

<

£

WE

Can

Raise Turkeys In Maine. A
who is rais ng them by hunJust how she does it aad how v«»u
cad. in the Pine Tree Poultry Itemuj, best
pet stock paper in the world.
poultry and and
2ftc coupon free. HERALD,
Hample copy
Box 8., Belfast. Maine.

YOU
dreds tells

woman

Tree

poultry Herald won as best
in competition with M
poultry publications
Are you reading it? u not, write for

PINK

HERALD.

Siur.uwnirrii*

lett’s

of land

acres

Island,

one

on

OKKKB.

I'M’SIAL

Soil Dr. Howard’* Sprclllc at HalfPrice and Guarantee a Cure.
“It isn’t often that I have faith enough
to

put up by other people
willing to offer to refund the money if
it does not cure,” said G. A. Parcher to an
Ellsworth Amkricak man who dropped
into bis store, “but 1 am glad to sell Dr.
Howard’s specitio for the cure of constip*'

in the medicine
be

dyspepsia

on

that basis.

“The Dr. Howard Company, in order to
get a quick introductory aale, authorizes
me to sell their regular fifty cent bottles
at hulf-price, 26 cenia, and, although 1

For Sale!
Several

PARCHKR’S

tion and

play-closet.

prepared.

Hancofkr c.

.“OT"
*
aald*
11
cock, and bounded and deecrlbed
,.,**•
Iowa, to Wit: All of aectlon
aa

busy one,

The little boy’s

him.

and high schools.
In the evening there will be
address by some State speaker.

strator may be able to offer valuable suggestions about adjusting the bitch or the

The demonstrator must do

since the

sample copy and 26c coupon free.
Box 8., He,fast. Maine

cooked

gram has been

harness
farmers
can
horses;
It is
cheaper labor to do that.
possible, however, that the demon-

other two-the

little

little

Island Teachers* Institute.
The teachers of Mt. Desert island will
hold an institute at the West Eden grange
hall Mooday, April 12, forenoon, afternoon and evening.
An interesting pro-

get

and

his

his

Did the fish wish to go back?
No. He had a good home.

by

the best work. He is not h;red to devote
all his time to plowing for one farmer.

patted

him in his

machines and
is

He

mamma

of all kinds.

demonstrator

up.

his little baby sister

not, he

milk

patted

him all

What then?

get unprejudiced in-

to

round

soft hook and

Nobody

Though
duty is
not to help with the milking, he should
who

baby right up.
The little boy reached and took a nice,
it
through a ring in the
put
little bit of a baby’s head and took her
right in the put-put. She kissed him on
the forehead and said: “Thank you, thank
you, thank you.”
There were two cabins. One was a play
cabin, and another little boy said, “You
may play in the play-cabin if you won’t
break my choo-cars.”
a

home.

his

farmers

way

engine to make his put-put go
along time.
By and by he looked down in the water,
and what do you suppose he saw?
A
great big rock! Right beside of the rock
there was a little bit of a fish all killed
dead. The little boy took him and fixed

to

the

a

faster and sailed

as

milk, because the
majority of them already know how to do

baby

round

a

started his

not a part
farm
demonstrator’s
work.
demonstrator is
not
hired
to

The

of

Once, a long time ago, there was a little
boy, and his name was Arthur Helen and
Crosby Lyon and Mitchell Arthur. He
went out sailing in his put-put.
He

No

hospital at Portland.
During a recess in the Senate Friday collars to prevent or cure sore shoulders
night Senator Burleigh gave ao interest' or necks. Although not hired to plow,
ing talk on State conservation. Two of the demonstrator should know how to set
the great measures before the legislature— a plow to give the lightest draft and do
the

j

simple

the

bit

And a sub-marine
and “subbed” and “subbed” that

little bit of

larm

are

A little

down under the water.

the

to

The desks of
flowers, and at
time Bowers were sent to Mrs.

were

agricultural

periment station men.
Showing farmers how to do
operations of the farm is

president
same

saw?

or

helping

both

he

in all

men

The session hss been

cocb. and State of Maine,
comparatively little political friction or parcel of land altnated

He sailed, and what do you suppose he

greater than the salaries offered
farm demonstrators. The salary is seldom
large enough to tempt a man who has had
practical experience and agricultural education, and who is working on a farm of
his own. Neither is it large enough to
tempt experienced college teachers or exgreat

this afternoon, with matters all
cleaned up.
Interesting exercises were
held in both the House and Senate this
week when presents were made to the
and

put-a-put-a-put, put”. The piston went
up a' down, up a’ down, and the big niter
(igniter) went up-a-down.

is known, who did not have opportunities
offering greater financial income.
As a matter of fact, the requirements
for a good county demonstrator are such
that one of the greatest difficulties encountered is that of securing suitable
Salaries offered to such

It went “put-a-put-a-put, put,

put-put.

employed in demonstration work
this State, or any other state, so far as

men.

little boy who sailed
He sailed in his

was a

and sailed and sailed.

is

man

Interest to Hancock County Headers.
The seventy-seventh Maine legislature
adjourned finally for the session last Sat-

\MATEl*R8

mancer.

years]

Once there

“agri-

oeuei, iae
job hunter.

should not be hired.

night this week, and it looks like

the

a

IfljalXonws.
NOTICE or rOBECLONt'HK
BBBRAM. Lottie P. Crabtree,
r.X|T
Saodera coontj- and atate ol
TT
by bar mort*e*e dead dated Pebroari ^
1911 end recorded In Hancock county* uA1
mlatre of deed, book ua, page 17,

Legislative News of

urday.

MADK.

Mil'

ri t t ttti

8TATK 80IAJS9.

with

,n'

•R" DESIRED

S. J. CLEMENT,

1111111111111 n t

held at the

A Youthful Ho

came

pupuur

was

j8ea stories by Alpheus Crosby Lyon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Lyon, of Orono. aged

expert”.

vwiiruy

NONE BETTER
TERM)

Mass.

North Ellsworth chapel Saturday afternoon, Kev. P.
A. A. Killam, of the Ellsworth Baptist
church, officiating.

en-

but

as an

Lynn,

The funeral

use

The farm demonstrator, in Maine, at
least, is not an agent of any trust or industrial combination, any business interest or interests, or any group of middlemen local or otherwise,
tie is simply the
agent of the farmers themselves. True,
the demonstrator works under the direction of the agricultural college, the depart me nt of agriculture, but these are
creations of the people in the interest of
agricultural advancement. In Hancock
county the work is financed at the present
time by the general education board, the
work and purposes of which will be considered in a later article.

modified form.
was

to

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAVMEN'C

17*008

of

be able to secure expert advice
from specialists and authorities in different lines, and he should himself have a
good agricultural education to assist him
farm

Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Customers'
tcrests. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

IjiROM

to say nothing of being exall lines. The farm demonstrator

diagnosing

Music and Maaic Books,
Motocrcles, Bicycles, 8rwin„
Machines, Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Typewriters
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local views.

THREE

no

Haa fita a Ira* flaw tt

rtbwl

HOUSE—My

use

iaaa

E*wylM«| h tha Mnk

fit tan Mataa.

a

_

should

in

csTAButHto

OMatt M* last

INURNITURE—Haring

word.
Neither is the farm demonstrator an
“expert”. No man should be employed
in a county as an agricultural expert. No
man knows it all.
Few men are capable
of posing as experts in special lines of

demonstrator is not

unique

ordinarily

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

Mebitable A., wife of Ransom A. Bon- ponement.
died st her home st North Ellsworth
Thursday, April 1.
Jot Salt.
Mrs. Bonsey was born in Lamoine July
fl^HB Wrn. Ok« orJohnMesder place, to*
6, 1837, of highly respected Puritan pa- X (Sailed, on tbeeaat aide Harry Road, in
rentage. Her mother was Miss Hannah Kllawortb, Maine, consiatiac of about fifteen
acrea of land and
dwelling bouae and
Alley, and her father was William oatboildinga. Por food
particulars inquire of
Goof ins. She and her husband lived hap- Fkbd L. Mason, Kllawortb. Maine, or John H.
Danforts. Foacrofi. Maine.
pily together for fifty-two years on the
oougnt all furniture
1
Bonsey homestead.
of Hotel Bluffs, Mt. Dqaert Ferry. 1 am
In early life she joined the Baptist offering it at great bargmoe. prIrate aale.
be aeen at J. H. Macomber’a. cor.
church of Lamoine. She did much for the May
Franklin and Pine streete. Telephone either
church, but poor health for many years M-5or69 2for information. Fbank R. Moon,
Ellawort b.
hindered her from doing more. She was
3
story bouae on Elan St-,
kind and geuial, with patience, courage
Ellsworth. Will accept part caah and
and a high order of Intellect that made mortgage for the balance Uskiy L. Casa
her a model wife and housekeeper.
Her mi, Z? William St., New York
6 ft. show cram*. S upright show
home was to her the one spot on earth of
cases, 2 aoda fountains, I large store
supreme felicity, typical of that higher table t bjr I. I large store lampr.
Regina
home and more numerous family to which Pneumatic cleaner, modal A.— W. I. Partamok. Blue bill. Me
she looked forward. A good woman has |
O. W. Dennett's sail loft
Singer
gone, but her religious and moral precepts
:
sewing-machine for heavy work, beam
i scales, grindstone, haqging store, tackles,
live.
! sail maker's tools, etc. Apply to Carr. Jo*.
She leaves besides her husband, two M Hioaiai, Ellsworth.
sisters-Sirs. Matilda J. Stratton, of Vinal
for Ii»!chlnt^src7 Kinds lalaad
_j
Heda; winter layers; SOc setting IS eg*a. I
Haven, and Miss M. Elizabeth Uoogins,
Mas. Cbab. Qcinn. Ellsworth Falla, Me.

that

same, but later called the bill
back and attached the amendment in a

evening

w*

Illl M'H +frfrm 11

zey,

agriculture,

did the

a

MRS. RANSOM A. BONZE Y.

experience of a successful nature he may have accumulated in
one section, or how much agricultural

the

dence. Demonstrations carried on these
farms will be practical for them to do,
for the demonstrations are in all cases
limited to practices of known worth.
OBITUARY.

matter how much

in

me,

munity, opportunity to actually see the
working out of modern farming practice
in their own community and on tbe farms
of men with whom they are well acquainted and in whom they have confi-

■

after

to the

angels descend-

Augusta Letter.
Augusta, Me., April 3,1915.

last

to

giving a very large amount of advice
resident farmers as to just how to
handle their respective farms. The farm
demonstrator is distinctly not an adviser

the

to

ComsponDrnct.

born.”
this

attempt

should

education he may have secured, is capable
of going into a community strange to him

ing.
cannot

one

and

And the future stretched
“Castles in Spain",
And the ladder to heaven had

possibilities crowd,

for millions

|

was a

spondent older in years than Capt. George To the Editor of The American:
H. Tapiey, of West Brooksvilie, though j Much interest developed in the debate
not older in term of service as correspondover the charter for the commission form
ent.
Mrs. Seth Harding, correspondent
of government for Bangor. This measure
at Indian Point, is in the eighty-fifth year
of her age, having been born Aug. 27, bad the opposition of the press of that
1830. She has written for The Ameri- city, and J. P. Bass was on the ground
can sixteen years, and has been a reader for weeks
personally conducting the
of The American since it was estabfight. As soon as it was apparent that the
lished over sixty years ago.
charter would be granted, the opponents
tacked on an amendment making necesMr. Peters at Portland.
I Portland Pre*». April 6.]
This was objected
sary the referendum.
“The democrats haven’t won on their
to strenuously by the proponents, who
merits. All they had to do was to sit
claimed that the voters by a decisive vote
tight and vote the ticket. The republicans did the rest by dividing.
The demo- only one year ago voiced their wishes for
crats had no mandate from the people. the new form of government, and that
They had a streak of luck. Any mandate with the press against them and the inthere was pointed the other way. The re- fluence of a
large corporation* it would
publican party was sick in 1912. If there mean a hard and costly campaign. The
had been an agreement as to the exact
House passed the bill along and refused
cause of the disease it might have been
to accept the amendment, and the Senate

complete

|

cloudland.

Life

DEMONSTRATOR?

If that

sleeps;
Life and beauty combine while they rival
each other.
Like the perfume and music that memory

IB A FARM

pat into one
sentence wbat a farm demonstrator is, or
should be, it would be this: tie is a man
of practical farm experience with an agricultural education, working under the
joint direction of the farmers, the state
agricultural college and the United States
department of agriculture, to assist in determining the best agricultural practioes
for the community in which he is located.
In the term agricultural practices would
be included the problems both of production and distribution.
Perhaps a clearer understanding of what
a farm demonstrator is may be obtained
by first gaining an idea of what be is not.
In the first place, a farm demonstrator is
not an “adviser”. Some farmers seem to
think that a demonstrator is a person who
has a lot of notions and theories about
farming that he is trying to have adopted
in the county in which he is employed.

merrily dance the white snowflakes in
winter,
To melt in thy surface or fall on the ice;
Oh, joyfully sparkle the campfires around

corre-

then, but the experts disagreed and
the country suffered. Call it a complication of diseases. It was certainly that. A

If

deep sympathy

to the Ancient of

hymn

season.

WHAT

thy shores inter-

on

a

start this

Oh.

yesterat 730

cured

what

Days.

proud of

year old
the scales

one

wave*

The resalt is

Bar Harbor,

COUNT* OOSSI1*.

cumei

from cover.
And. mad in October aa any March bare,
On Beech hill's slopes of plenty their numbers dispersing.
Forgetting the call in migration to share.

oommittee

governor. The second candidate in
the field for this nomination is Carl
E. Milliken, of Island Falls, who an-

falling of leave*

With

Informally.

as

tor the
western part of the county for work in
Orland, Penobscot and Castine.

Black fleets of wild ducks sail near Boggy
brook's entrance;
While the fearless young birds learn of life
that is free.
The old ones face down to the meadows, now

oommittee, makes his announcement

more

Tuesday, April 13—Will

The stag on Scotch neck, with his tines raised
in caution.
Calls the shy timid doe on the heights of
Moore's ledge.

Or rise in mock

for United States senator, come announcements of two candidates for
the republican nomination for gov-

In

Nicolin.

worm

Political

ment,

plan.
Monday, April 12—North Ellsworth and

thy

on

while he is there,
prune by the “do it”

and learn how to

the

ing early. Following on tbe heels of
the early opening of the campaign

who

will visit the orchard

thy

In carnival dress stand thy slopes in the
autumn,
And acorns and beech nuts fail down to thy

press.

his

nothing later

With

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

edition

The agent’s schedule for the coming
week is ss follows:
Thursday, April 8—Office.
Friday, April 9—Trenton.
Saturday, April 10-In the afternoon,
pruning in the Cushman orchard. Sorry
road. This will be the last aftevnoon the
county agent will be able to spend in this
orchard during the pruning season, and
it is hoped that the usual good number

oaks.

Tirus, Editor »Dd Manager.

service*.
In the preceding paragraphs have been
ebown some of the things which the farm
demonstrator is not. It may be that seme
are saying that if the number of things
the (arm demonstrator is not is so great,
then he most be almost nothing.
Let us see, then, if we can learn wbst
farm demonstration work is, its object and
how accomplished, for these facts will
give an idea of the duties of the demon; si rator and show whether or uot he is of
value to the farmer.
i
A farm demonstration is the demonstra!
tion of some particular method or practice
business
of good
farming or good
some
selected
management
upon
is
to
farm.
Its object
help the
farmer make more money as a result of
the practice of the best known methods of
farming, and ultimately to reorganise the
system of farming in the several communities if need be. in order to put it on a
more paying basis.
Wbst are some of the principal beneOtsf
First, to the demonstrating farmer,
regular visits of the director of demonstmtions, help from the college of agriculture,
new and improved varieties of seeds when
available, survey of farm (or adaptability
to crops, business management, soil survey if possible.
Second, to tbe farmers in the com-

(From the office of the county agent, O. N.
Worden, Ellsworth.)

water of

—

At sunrise in August thy bosom’s a mirror.
Framed with its birches and hemlocks and

MAINE.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
W. H.

News of Interest to Hsacosk County
•
Formers.

hopes.

▲T

ELLSWORTH,

memories

Fair lake of sweet

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

aotonttemmu.

demonstrator, or thoM who employ him,
to bother people who do not cere (or his

FARM DEMONSTRATIONS.

Green Lake.
Thou 'Airy-like water, I love thy blue ripples,
In beauty thou lies! between thy green
slopes;
Enchanted thy islets among thy wave dimples,

have sold a lot of it, aud have guaranteed
every package, not one has been brought

Bart-

of the group

back

unsatisfactory.
still selling the specific at halfI
price, although I cannot tell how long
“1

shall

as

am

be able to do so, and anyone who is

to constipation, sick headache,
•
dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion or
to
general played out condition, ought
can
take advantage of this chance. You

of beautiful Mt. Desert islands subject

Apply

to

E.

Wareham St.,

E.

Stuart,

19

Boston, Mass.

WOMEN

It takes but

afternoon to earn a beautiful pair ot 84 Shoes anyone can do
it—
coait
nothirg to iry-a card will bring
particulars. Bay State Hosiery ( o.. Inc.
Lynn, Maas

if they are not satisthey can come right
back to my store and I will cheerfully
refund their money.”
tell your readers that
fied with the specific

Wrn. O. EMERY

an

Sick headache, biliousness, pile*
bad breath are usually caused
by inactive bowels.
Cet a box of Rexall
act
They
genUy and efleo£rdfrUf\
tively. Sold only by us at 10 q—>»,
e. G. Moors.

TITLES
E-LEWOMTH,

MAINE

*Mrch«, mad. and abstract*
and copiaa A. ml ah ad on abort
notice, and at KASEEAMi WCM.
OFFICE!

MORRISON, JOY i CO. CLOCK.
•TATE

tumnu. iim.

•TCoET.
r. i to.

>**

CITY MEETING.
OF ANNUAL MEETING

BUSINESS
*

Kim §tr««t, »u praMDtod
by W. E. Whitin* and referred to the committee on
etreeta.
•
The ennuel meeting wee then ad-

journed,

COMPLETED.

CONTRACT MAD* FO* COLLECTION 01
taxes--bkpqbt of special comMITTB* on BACK TAX**—BOLLS
or ACCOUNT*.
To* city government held two meeting)
The meeting
in one Monday evening.
of the ennoal meeting.
opened ■< ■ receee
*„,( When the baalneaa of thia meeting
tiniahed, the annual meeting waa adjourned and the regnUr monthly
meeting waa called to order. Mayoi
Hsgrrtby prealded; aldermen preeent.
Wescott, smart, Treworgy and Moore.
Henry R. Wood appeared in peraon tc
preeent a plea tor damaged for injoriee received by bia wile, who waa tbrowd Iron
the weat aide Leonard lake
a carriage on
road tome treeka ago. The matter waa
re'erred to the committee on at reels.
It was voted to charge lntereat on unpaid taira at one- half of one per cent, a
month after Auguat 1, aa baa been done
for several yearn peat. Aid. Stuart doubted
the vote, and on the roll-call. Aid. Wescott, Treworgy and Moore voted yea and
Aid. Stuart nay.
Aid. Stuart then made a motion to make
the adding of internet on all taxea unpaid
August 1 compulaory. The motion was
Tax-Collector Breanaban
net seconded.
explained that it had not been hie custom

make the poor map pay lntereat, and
that Aid. Stnart'a motion, if carried,
would work a bardahlp on the poor man.
Collector HreaDatum also stated to the
boa.-d that the tax commitment tbia year
would be between 13,000 to M.000 more
than last veer, and that while be waa willing to lake the contract at tha same price
aa last yesa, ha would Ilka to be reimbursed for poatege and printing, which
he estimated at leea than |B0. The board
to voted.
It wae voted to make a contract with
Mr. lireenaban for the collection of taxee.
The contract waa read, tLe terms being
the same aa laat year axoapt that the collector is required to collect 75 per oenl.
instead of 80 per cent, the first year, and
the balance the second year. The vote to
accept the contract waa doubted by Aid.
Stuart, and carried by the eame division
The contract waa
aa on the interest vote.
at ooce executed, and bond filed.
Aid. Stuart filed in writing bia objections to the contract plan, wblcb briefly
were “because the contract only operates
against tbe collection under the laws of
the State; that good lawyers bad said that
there was no liability on the part ol the

and the regular meeting waa
celled to order. Kolia of
aocoonte were
Peeaedaa follows:
aou or accounts no.

i.
Namt.
Police,
Joha 811 ry,
Oeorffe M Campbell,
Smith * Read,
Frank E Moon,
John H Breenahan,
Poor,
Arthur B Mitchell,
Electric light, BHAUR Power Co,
SUte pea per, Dr A C
Hagerthy,
Arthur B Mitchell,
EE Springer,
Miss J A Thompson,
Harold V Moore,
Mrs H H Emerson,
Mary A Hodgkins.
Fire Dept,
John H Brown,
George W Hamilton,
Fund.

on

contract

a

bond;

School,

Schoolhouse,

High school,
Contingent,

that there

way to compel tbe collection of
taxes except by distress warrant uuder
the general law, and that tbe only time it
to invoke

found

the

con-

necessary
tract, tbe collector bad refused to let tbe
tiuance committee audit his books.”
HACK

Tbe

special

TAXES.

committee

on

back

taxes

following report:

submitted the

Ellswoktb, Musk, Aprils, 1616.
Totke Honorable Hoard of Mayor osil Aldermen, fithworlk, Maine.
The committee appointed by your honorable lusty to examine the tax books of the
city sf Ellsworth for the years ISI95, lsurt, IS97.
IS'ei, ii/e. 1910. lOui, 1VC2. ISO.!. ISO), and report
to you, have attended to their duty, aud beg
leave to submit the following report of our
findings. We have been over the books of the
years above stated very carefully, and we believe

tbe figures reached by ua are correct.
Following are tbe amounta standing on the

books for the years named, that are marked
“paid’* or "paid tu full".
As ikown in As Hr found
them.
Fear
tail report.
im.
nos.
U97.
ttm.
lss».
1M0.
1901.
torn.
1KB.
1904

i

ssu 12
two si
114196
14X2 M
OSS 67
1416 64
1466 71
66* 12
1746 93
6375 60

s

mu
is77 si
11S« 07
isos«
mi 22
1676 91
1466 74
772 fi7
1742 63
8314 64

$14401 76
614364 14
submitted:
John a. CcsatsoHax,
UowanD B. Moor,
Committee.

Total.

Respectfully

It was voted to allow Collector Bresnaban 5 per cent, for collections on these
back taxes-, and to reimburse him in case
suit brought for the collection of taxes is
decided against the city.
An amendment to the automobile ordinance

biles

was

or

Ulswcrtb,
at

passed, requiring all automotrucks upon tbe streets of
at night, whether in motion or

motor

standstill, to have at least two white
lights forward and one red rear light.
Petition tor tde laying out and acceptance as a public atreet otM way known aa
Oak taqe, running from Pine street to
a

atmmusrauniA.

NEURALGIA, CATARRH

And That Tired Feeling—All Relieved by Hoocfs Sarsaparilla.
Easton,

H.—Mrs. E. R Brown,
is a resident of this town, urges
I" :>le needing u good blood-purifier*
;*r i general
tonic, to take Hood's
^arsapariU*, and in a letter to a
friend dated Feb. 10, 1915. says:
"My health was badly broken down
Vv'dh a complication of disedses.
F
suffered a great deal frpm neuralgia
and catarrh, and then came nervous
doctors
prostration.
I
four
had
oround here and then went to Boston,
where two physicians treated me.
They all practically agreed that there
was no help for me.
Sometimes it
would seem as if my throat was nearly paralyzed, as 1 could swallow food
only with great difficulty. I knew the
nierit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, because
1 had taken it
once, and so decided to
try it again. I tell you I am thankful
1 did.
When I commenced taking it I
weighed 98 pounds, now I weigh 140.
1 could not stand on
my feet long
enough to wash dishes. Now I can do
all my house work, and have made
butter and cheese all the summer,
rriends would exclaim after I had
taken the medicine, ‘How well you are
looking !• I have such faith in Hood's
fcarsaparllla I always recommend it,*
Remember to ask for Hood’s Sarsaparilla and insist on having it.
N.

SI 00
goo
S00
860 00
229 18
282 41
87 80
111 87
10 00
82 75
8 25
18 25
14 50
62 00
18 42
88 88
5 00
88 00
4 81
180 00
8 50
I8 60
14 00
4 00
1 oo
6 50
4160
35
1 80
7 26
7 00
15 00
20 00
40 00
6 00
5 00
6 00
60 00
80 00
4 60
60
1 00
11 19
25 00
16 60
28 72
11 60
54 92
6 00
2 50

Edward R Card,
Charles A Tower,
C W Smith,
N E Tel A Tel Co,
Ticonlc Hose Co,
George A Parcber,
Austin H Joy,
Martin E Jelllson,
Edward R Card,
Daniel Doyle,
J S Donovan,
Henry W Conley,

Suptofschs,

was no

was

e»U

Textbk&sup,

to

sureties

amount.

Austin H Joy,
Harry C Austin A Co,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Everett L Alley,
Edward A Haney,
Increase J Shackford,
Frank A Stockbrldge,
Dana E Maddocks,
Lawrence G Higgins,
Edwin G Dews,
L D Moore,
H C Austin A Co,
Lawrence G Higgins,
Renbsn Treworgy,
Albert N Cushman,
Frank A Stockbrldge,
C W GriDdal,
Frank R Moore,
George B Jameson,
Thomas E Hale,
Rev P A A Killam.
Walter J Clark, Jr,
Burroughs Adding Machine Co,
John McNamara,
Arthur B Mitchell,
William E Whiting.
Irving B Salisbury,
Frank E Moon.
Charles Campbell,
Walter Teeliug,
George R Swell,
Walter C Wilson.
Carroll Hurrill,
Roland Bragdoo.
Winfield Maddocks,
Hollis E Davis,
BHAUK Power Co,
Hollis E Davis,
C WGrindal,
D L Fields.
Frank E Moon,
John II Leighton.
Harry C Austin & Co,
Dr II L D Woodruff,
W P Moor,
H B Moor,
Albert N Cushman,
Irving B Salisbury,
Miss J A Thompson,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
C S Johnston,
Election clerks, etc,
N E Tel A Tel Co.
Fred E Cooke,
D L Fields,
Geo II Gould,

200 00
2 00
2 50
12 60
100
1 00
60
60
60
60
60
60

60
2 00
8 75
2 60
16 00
1 50
5 00
2 00

3 45
43 50
42 46
36 00
16 82
4 00
8 12
2 50

13 50
67 00
70
4 75
19i»
1 00

*2,430

18

COMMISSIONER’* BOLLS.
* 31 01
Highways (Warden).
*♦
50 88
(Newman).
246 25
Rock crushing.
STRKRT

T8ACKKKS'

SALARY

Common schools
High school.

Orand total.

The Van Doren eatete here waa sold at
Robert Warwick Telle of Hie Expert- auction
Thursday, nnder a decree of the
cocee Before a Camera.
supreme judicialcourt.toDr.Ouy F. Whit“Forget that you're an ector. Forget ing, ol Washington, D. C. The property
that you ever eaw a etage and that you consists of about
eight acres of land on
are now
playing a pert. You’re not. Frenchman's bay, with buildings and
You’re a young college man; you have refurnishings, boats and carriages.
ceived a telegram that your lather la going
and
have
come
home
to
crazy,
you
preK
vent hie committing auicide
il you can.
Hancock County Porta.
Aa you enter the room a ahot ringa out,
Weak Sullivan—Sid March 81, sch Mania
and you know you are too late. Now go
Saunders, Providence
ahead with the eoene.
Ar April 5, echJennie P Chaae
Ar April A. sch sequin. Machias

MARIN

—

H

*3.39125

from tbe continfund £100 tor repairs on State-aid

gent
roada.
Pearl 8. Hutchings was elected sealer of
weights and measures in place of Frank
E. Moon, wbo did not qualify.
Petition for street ligbt on East Maple
street was referred to the committee on
electric lights.
A letter received from Mrs. Julia A.
Cbatto, agent for the prevention of
cruelty to children, in regard to James
Colson, an Ellsworth boy who had been
placed in a home at Alfred, where be
bad
property
maliciously destroyed
valued at nearly |50. Mrs. Cbatto had reowner
of
the
imbursed the
property to
the extent

of

flO

from

pocket,
city, Superintenher

own

and asked whether the
dent of the Poor Mitchell or she should
stand the toss. Sbe considered it a debt
honor, and the board took the
view of it, voting to reimburse

of

same

Mrs.

“That’s what I bad banded oat to me
tbe first day I ever tried acting (or the
silent drama.1’ Robert Warwick, wbo is
tbe star in tbia World Film Corporation
release of George Broad burst’s famous
success, “The Man of tbe Hour,” made by
Wm. A. Brady, said tbe other day, “I
consider that acting for tbe screen and on
tbe legitimate stage are two separate and
distinct arts.
“in spite of tbe popular belief, playing a
part before a camera is in many ways
harder than playing before the. most critical audience of flesh and blood people.
In the first place, you have to be a godQ
deal more natural. The motion picture
director searches tbe country witb a fine
tooth comb till he finds tbe Hype’ be
wants, and then be simply lets bim be
natural. And tbe director is right, because it is a very difficult thing to find an
actor wbo will play a ‘type’ as it ought
to be

played.”

“Tbe Man of tbe Hour” will be presented at the Strand threatre Saturday
matihee and eveniug.
TOWN MEETINGS.
Officers Elected for the Year in Hancock County Towns.
MARIAVILLE.

Moderator,

E C
Dunham; clerk, J C
Frost; selectmen, assessors, J C Frost,
Fred L Dority, G S Dority; treasurer and
collector, L O Frost.
Total appropriations, fl,490.
OTIS.

Moderator, Eben C Warren; clerk, Albert Frazier; selectmen and assessors,
George W Garland, Albert Frazier, Granville Tate; treasurer and collector, Roland
Salisbury.
Total appropriations, fl,600.

urer, Cecil

W

Treadwell;

street

any

way,

hut why

should

I do so?
I

didn’t

Customer—Well, supposing
happen to pay you, you wouldn’t be
much

graph.

out

of

pocket!—London

so

Tele-

JORDAN—ROBINSON—At Ellsworth, March
81, by Rev J W Tickle, Miss Bertha G
Jordan, of Ellsworth, to William J Robinson, of Eastport.
ROBBINS—STURDEE—At Stonington, April
1, by Rev Henry R Eaton, Miss Myrtle A
Robbins to Thomas H Stnrdee, Jr, both of

aged

18

days.

April 2, Francis F Ames,

BONZEY
At North Ellsworth, April 1,
wife of Ransom A Bonzey,
Mehitable
aged 78 years, 8 months, 26 days.
BKAGDON-At Franklin, March 29, Roscoe
Brag Ion, aged 19 years, 2 months, 28 days,
i
BRIDGES—At Aurora, April 3, Raymond E,infant son of Mr and Mrs Adelbert Bridges.aged
8 mouths. 10 days.
CARTER-At Washington Junction, April 7,
Joseph F Carter, aged about 49 years.
CARTER-At Bluehill, March 28, Albert M
Carter, aged 89 years. 6 months. 23 days.
At Brooklin,
FREETHY
April 2, Lewis
h ;« ethy, aged 75 years. 5 months, 11 days.
HARVEY—At Otter Creek, March 30, Joseph
H Harvey, aged K9 years, 5 months, 18 days.
HAVEY
At North Sullivan, March 9, Mrs ;
Jane H Havey, aged 74 years, 2 months, 2

days.

shall have

we

HODGKINS—At Marlboro, April 1, Marion
Adelaide, infant daughter, of Mr uni Mrs
Arthur C Hodgkins', aged 10 months, 9 days.
LELAN’D-At Eden, March 24, Mrs Sophia
Lelaud, aged MS years, 4 months. 14 days.
REED —At Brooklin, April 1. Fred G Reed,
aged »s years, 11 months. 8 days.
RI< tlARDSON
At otter Creek, March 29.
J
Richardson, aged 85 years.
8ARgENT-At-South Gouloabo.ro, March 25,
N * '-turn Sargent.
March 30,
At Southwest Harbor
SMITH
Malcolm H, infant son of Mr and Mrs
Albert Smith, aged mouth, 21 days.
THOMPSON-At vlariaville, April 4, Benjamin Thompson, aged 70 years.
TRIPP—At Bar Harbor, April 5 Mary Jane,
daughter of M and Mrs Blithen A Tripp,
aged 3 years, months, 15 days.

TWilfTllfllT’i’il'.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

bought
low

|

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

Mrs. Louisa
is

Moore, of North Ellsworth,
daughter, Mrs. Hiram

her

visiting
Danico.

Maddocks, who has spent the
Easter vacation at home,
returned to
Orouo to-day.
Carl

Mrs. Frank Sargent, with infant son, of
Caribou, is with her parents, Charles B.
James and wife.

are

L. Burns and daughter Marion
visiting at her old home at Hull's Cove.

was
home by
accompanied
brother, Clarence Brewer, who has
employed here this winter.

She

NORTH

ill last

week,

Hchool

Cheater

docks,

was

very

is out.

Monday, with Mrs.
Maddocks, teacher. Mr. Madbegan

who

"RKf
a

box.

E. G. Moore.

FUR

for the

Easter

Braintree, Mass., Saturday.

receaa,

'=, 2,

sale

lunga.
Mrs. Inez Smith returned Monday from
month's visit at Machiaa and Indian

Kivet.
Mrs. Eunice Maloney, of Ellsworth,
spent the past week with her mother,
Mrs. Webster Higgins.

Helen Maddocks spent last week at
Ellsworth with her Bister, Mrs. Ethel
Mias

25c discount

.10
Cotton, regular 12 L c, sale price,
extra
.49
Ladies’ Muslin Night Robes,
value,
forty different new patterns in 10 and 12 W c

Fruit of Loom

New Spring Goods of all descriptions. Mail orders carefully attended to

M. L. ADAMS,

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND
Large line of Mackinaws. Repairing Done

Wentworth,

while

Monday, was thrown from
quite badly injured.

hauling
his

wood

sled and

MAIN

ST.,

Ellsworth,

Me.

95

KLU3WORTH

THE—

j Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

CLARION.

NO
PAY, NO WAHHrw.*
All kinds of laundry work done ai short nolle**.
Goods called tor anil delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A. CO.
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building. State St..

Whether it’s a range or a fui

nace—if it is

Since 1873, this “good old standby”
of a bank has safeguarded millions
of dollars for your relatives and
friends. Put your trust—and your
funds in it now.

a

“Clarion”, it ir
requirement.
Bishop Co.

to meet every
Made by the Wood
Bangor. Sold by
sure

Hancock Co. Savings Bauk Ellsworth

J. P.

Pioftseionai t£atDe.

J)R.

ELDRIDGE,

Cash

paid

for

United

States

stamps before 1870. Must not be
clipped. Higher prices when left
original envelopes. Write to

DENTIST
STETSON

Urobge A.

postage

Commission fflerctjants.

Telephone

the

A

H:tchcx>ck, Ware, Mass.

Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building,

SI

CENTRAL

STREET,

19S2-M

L IC E

II.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

!

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor

BUM.

BANGOR, MAINE

torn of
on

GEO. A. PHILLIPS,

Ellsworth

Main Street.

!

WANT

Lire

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uniou Safe Denosit & Trust Co., of rortand, for furnishing Prohate and Surety Bond*
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main ami Water Sts. (over Moore’* Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

WILLIAM SEMPLE

Poultry

DR.

Telephone 87-11.

and

The mail-order house is advertising
for your business. What are you going
to do about itt

Farm Produce.

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in CIlBworth on Fridays.
Addreaa, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maine
Telephones IMS and 7Qa-l

•

Haynes.
Albert

.12 1-2

price,

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS

Nason, who has been very
ill of grip, ia slowly improving.
Her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Fon Nason, of
Buckaport Center, who came home Thursday, ia ill of grip and cougeation of the

reg. price, 25c,
in all colors,

.69

OOATS

returned to hia

Mra. Abiah

price,

Don’t buy before looking at the

accompanied hia wife home

achooi in

a

ftg«qgg.

before and after each meal. 25c

All

1,

yd piece,
Leather Bags at

1

ginghams.

Question

but that indigestion and the distressed
feeling which always goes with it can
be promptly relieved by taking a

“OLD STANDBY"

KLLSWORTH.

Frank Patten, jr., who

Little

her
been

There Is No

following

The

sale
1 Lot Ribbon No.

1 Lot

week.

many

.39
09c, sale price,
Large Blankets, regular price $1.49, sale price, $1.19
Ladies’ Fleeced Vests, reg. price, 25c, sale price, .19
Friendship Circle pins, reg. price, 25c, sale price, .19
18 in Cotton Diaper, regular price, 59c, sale price, .49
.59
House Dresses, regular price, 98c, sale price,
and
White Dress Skirts, reg. price, $1
$1.50,

Over

George Phillips, of Bangor, spent
Easter with his father, Willard Phillips.
Artelle McGown visited his mother,
Mrs. Elsie McGown, in Newport, last

We have
we shall

Anniversary Sale.

first

lots for this sale which

for 10

Twenty Years' Experience.

Dr.

our

Lock B 7 '. c, by the piece 7c.
White Petticoats, regular price

Telephone 5—5.

visitor here laBt week.

with bis

Star

special
exceptionally low figures.
prices speak for themselves:

EDWARD F. BRADY,

a

Greatest

offer at

Wilbur Taylor, of Bangor, spent Sunday
sister, Mrs. John Phillips.

was

World’s

On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, April 8,9,10

—

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

Eden,

with the

Anniversary Sale

—

Mrs. Elvira Ellis has gone to Northampton, Mass., to visit her sister.

of

Production

—

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

King,

Broadway
Stage

SATURDAY
MATINEE and
NIGHT

STRAND

DIKD.
AMES—At Hancock,

business

Charles

A Five-act

Stonington.

WILLIAMS—BOWDEN—At Castine, April 8,
by Rev D M Angell. Miss Mary Williams to
Frank W Bowden, both of Castine.

PLUiTiDlINU,

recently.

_

discount off this account. The TallorI shall be pleased to meet you, sir, In

GRAY—POMROY-At Bangor, March 81, by
Rev G D Garland, Mrs Eliza Gray, of Bangor,
to Calvin L Pomroy, of Hancock.
HAWKES-CALLAHAN-At Brookline, Mass,
April 5, by Rev John T Creagh, Miss Ella
Marie Hawkes, of Ellsworth, to Joseph A
Callahan, of Boston.
HOLLIS—SPENCER—At Bar Harbor, April 1,
by Rev F A Leitch, Miss Olive Winifred
Spencer, of Boston, to Myrton Ellis Hollis,
ol Bar Harbor.

Cro9by; collector, Arthur
commissioner, Charles

NICOLIN.

was

The Financier.
Customer (at his tailor’s)—But look
here! Tou really ought to take a little

MARRIKD.

M Smith.
Total appropriations, fl,320.

on

instructed to have the light located.
Aid. Treworgy brought up the matter
of State highway route. The board unanimously favored tjie direct route from
Bangor to Ellsworth, and decided to circulate a petition to the State highway department in favor of that route. The
aldermen volunteered to circulate the
petition in their several wards, Collector
Bresnahan agreeing to look alter ward 5.
A recess was then taken to next Monday
evening.

The
Man
of
the
Hour

Clifford.]

Mrs. S.

postoffice square, which could be turned
at night from the central telephone
office to Bummon the night officer in case
The suggestion
of a call by telephone.
was adopted, and tbe committee on lights

PRESENTS

daughter.

Cbatto.

The finance committee was authorized
to negotiate a temporary loan of $5,000.
City Marshal Silvy suggested tbe establishing of a red light over the centre of

Mania

LURVBY—At Eden, March 38, to Mr and Mrs
William F Lurvey, a son.
MASON-At Bluehill, April 4, to Mr and Mrs
Frank L Mason, a son.
M'OUIRE -At Stonington, April 1, to Mr and
Mrs Frank McOulre,a daughter.
MTNTYRE—At Bluehill, March 29. to Mr and
Mrs Ernest E McIntyre, a daughter.
ROWB-A» Tremont, March 22, to Mr and Mrs
J Albert Rowe, a son.
SMITH— At Bucksportt March 19, to Mr and
Mrs Harry W Smith, a daughter.
SPRINGER—At Lamonie, March 28, to Mr
and Mrs Edgar T Springer, a son.
[Robert

Mrs. Abbie Phillips visited in Bangor

take

Perry

HODODON—At Center, March 19, to Mr and
Mrs Frank L Hodgdon, a daughter.
HUTCHINSON—At Stonlngtoo, March 26, to
Mr and Mrs Alverntnu Hutchinson, a

OTHER BUSINESS.
to

WILLI AH A. BRADY

Southwest Harbor—Hid Mch 29, sch Mertia

Adelle.]

asked to be put on record aa
approving tbe bill of John H. Bresnabau, included in tbe general roll.
voted

/

BORN.

Aid. Stuart

was

Corporation

in Association with

BLAG DON—At Bucksport, April 8, to Mr and
Mrs Samuel Blagdon, a daughter.
BOWDEN-At Stonington, March 81, to Mr
and Mrs Roscoe B Bowden, a sen.
BUTLER-At Eastbrook, March 38, to Mr and
Mrs O V Butler, a daughter.
[Marion

not

It

World Film

LICIT.

81d March 81. sch Annie F Kimball
April 8, sens Laura and Marlon,
Saunders

Moderator, Walter Fletcher; clerk, Cecil
W Crosby; selectmen and assessors, W H
Dunham, G B Sumner, F E Roberts; treas-

BOLL.

SMuttiarauntf.

HULL’S COVE.

or THE HOUR."

AMHERST.

*241 00
881 93

....

"THE MAN

1

OSTEOPATH

ABOrruarnunU.
EXPOSITION LETTER.

COUNTY XEW\
WEST FRANKUN7r

George 9. Hardison
last week in Bangor.
George Coombs
War

spent

two

business

was a

days

visitor in

Harbor last week.

Ray Orcutt is visiting his aunt, Mrs.
Maynard Hodgkins, at Lamoine.
Jotham Buzzell, of Cherryfleld, was a
guest at

week-end

the

home of

fiyder.
Charles
assessors,
April 2.

Rich Ornamentation In Court of Abundance at San Francisco.

Dedi-

In California—Formal
cation of Exposition.

Spring

Hollis J. Orcutt has gone to Cutler to
teach.

0

Exposition

[From Tub Ambricak's special
correspondent. |

ARNENTER
OLSE
U L_
□ WE W FU
RODUr.TlV

state
York
building wal dedicated to-day, Hon. Seth

Friday,

19-New

Maria

principal address. Hon.
was presiding officer.
The usual bronze plaque was presented by
Alden I C. C. Moore, president of the exposition.
Cossasa and his band of forty men fur-

J. March, of the local board oj
was here taking the valuations

l^»w nuking

the

Norman E. Mack

THE

nished tbe music.

It

ideal

was an

day.% The

exercises

Parmenter A Polsey Fertilizers

were

piazza of this beauwith
tiful builaing. Its front, draped
Fred Gray, of Hull’s Cove, w'as here last
made a picture long to be rememweek to accompany his wife and two chil- dags,
^red. Ex-Vice President Fairbanks was
held

dren home.

the Uwusand

on

fertilisation. They
ey are m^e
m%de of
the proper
r„
supply
rr
*# __*_.a _.Maa
MAsi
organic animal matter, the most natural and available
have
been
added
the necwhich
plant food known—to
salts. Some of these subessary high grade chemical
stances are easily soluble, making them quick acting
to give the crop a strong and healtHy start, while
•«i

interested on-looker, but took no part
tbe ceremony. These state buildings
The families
are used for social purposes.
of tbe commissioners live in them.

others

day I sat next table
family of John H. Gale, who has
Hon.
while
three beautiful daughters,
Norman Mack has two, and these young

zers

an

Horace

Pettengill, who has been
visiting her parents, Leonard Clark and
wife, returned to Bar Harbor Wednesday.
Mrs.

John O
South
tte

Bay,

Dyer

and

where

they will take charge of

wife

have gone to

boarding house at W. B. BJaisdell &

Co.’s quarry.

Beulah Hardison, who has been at
home from teaching at East Bangor, for
the Easter recess, accompanied her father.
J. W. Hardison, to Togus, where he enMiss

tered the

hospital

for treatment.

April 5.

Echo.

in

At luncheon that

Miss Luelia Brown is visiting friends in
Rockland.
Mrs. M.

hospital
little

son

Verne

Harper is in Bar Harbor

for treatment.

E.

Mrs.

J.

L. McLean, of Augusta, with
and daughter, arrived last week.
has gone toSouth Brooksbe has employment in the

Swazey

ville, where
weirs of J. L. Stanley & Sons.
Fred Hodgdon and wife left Monday
for South Brooksville.
Mrs. Hodgdon
will remain for a visit while her husband
is employed on the weirs.

COUNTY

Capt. Lemuel R. Sprague

died March 20,
illness, at the age of eightytwo years. He leaves a daughter, Mena,
wife of Capt. G. G. Lawson, of Atlantic,
and one son, Capt. C. W. Sprague, of
Stockton Springs; also a number of grandchildren and great
grandchildren and
other relatives.
Capt. Sprague in early

after

a

short

years followed the sea, and was a
ful master mariner. He was an

success-

of ihe

buildings are to be taken over by the
government to be used in connection with
officers’ quarters of the Presidio. I talked
with one of the commissioners of the
Massachusetts building, and he said the

out

set

most attractive

id

nmng

10

In the center of this exhibit is a panoramtwenty-five feet in diameter and
twenty feet high, with a revolving dome.
The lower part of the booth is arranged to
show a small American farm daring each
of the four seasons, with miniature buildings and operating machinery, blending so
deceptively with the painted background
that it is difficult to distinguish the actual
from the tmitation. This centerpiece cost
|12,000, and is pronounced to be the finest
of its type ever built.
The spring scene shows a miniatnre oil
tractor hauling a power plow, and one sees
the ground actually turned up and hears
the exhaust of the engine. By anelectrical device, the light gradually fades; night
comes on, then a little headlight comes on
the tractor and the farmer goes on with

wonaeriui.

I mw this mow work being done over at
Mare island. A huge machine takes up
the mud and rock'from river bed in a
manner
similar to what we see in a
dredger, and forces it through a huge pipe
sometimes for several hundred feet. This
pipe is run through water to the place to

be filled, a cement retaining wall having
upright first been built.
Nearly all this land for
and worthy citizen, respected in the comthe exposition was made in that way.
munity. Funeral services were held at
the home

Monday,

Dresser, pastor
officiating.
April 2.

March

of the

23, Rev. F. P.
Baptist churchy
N.

WEST HANCOCK.

1 am sure no other site could have been
sofavorable, for it matters not how hot the
day, one can always find a cool place on
the porches of the various state buildings,
and it matters not if one be from Maiue
or Missouri, the generous hospitalit> is

his

plowing.

tractor is hauling
In the
five grain-binders through the field. In
summer scene a

lacking.
is all the activity of orchard
School begins to-day, Mrs. Irving Peasj The battleship Oregon, in which all San the orchard
lee, teacher.
tending, including a sprayingoutfit which
Francisco feels such pardonable pride,
two miniature men operate
by comMrs. Sherman McFarland, who has been
lies just off the Oregon building, and it
pressed air. A wagon load of corn comes
very ill, is improving.
was the boys from this ship who grappled
from the field, and a motor truck loaded
Mrs. Arthur Graves went to B*r Harbor for and brought up poor iteachy strapped
Two boys
w ith milk cans starts for town.
last week to visit relatives.
into his fatal taube. The moving pictures
play tennis in the bouseyard, and the
Herman Sinclair has gone to Moosehead of that terrible accident were being given
farmer’s wife rocks the baby on the front
inside of a week after its occurrence—a
Lake, where he has employment.
porch.
most gruesome form of entertainment, but
Mrs. W. K. Springer, who is visiting
The state of Washington has a running
one can not escape these machines, and
friends in New York, is expected home
shingle mill, turning out real shingles for
con es upon them in every place.
soon.
A feature of
for visitors.
souvenirs
in Los Angeles there are thousands of
Missouri’s agricultural exhibit is a corn
J. M. Miiliken, of Bar Harbor, was the
real
in
the
people,
colonies, employed just
tower, fifty feet high, topped with a corn
week-end guest of his parents, H. C. Milli- i
manufacture of moving-pictures.
“The
crown.
All the columns of the booth are
ken and wife.
Clansman”
was
in that
all produced
of corn, and the other cereals of the state
never

Jesse Brown, who has been visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Carrie Fernald, at Frank-

lin, has returned home.
Josepn Leighton, of Lincoln, spent the
week with his ruovher, Mrs. Jesse Brown,
who has been ill of bronchitis.

Mrs. Mary Butler, who has spent the
winter with her son George in Jupiter,

section, which, with its wonderful scenery,
is so well adapted to this kind of work,
At many of the hotels I came upon these
people in all sorts of native costumes—
native to the play they were producing;
and they have whole menageries, too.
1

decorations.

pictorial

are shown as

There

types of agricultural factories connected with farming, such as dairies,
creameries, cheese factories, oil mills,
grain elevators, equipment for the breeding of birds and the artificial batching,
are

digressing

from my subject, but I
want to tell the readers of The Americas,
am

poultry, poultry
foods, market-gardening, and equipment
who are yet in the lap of winter, someis
home
soon.
Florida, expected
employed in the forced culture of plants
thing of the beautiful spring in Caliand
with
The many friends of H. C. Miiliken are
specimens of
vegetables,
fornia.
The hills are thickly carpeted
products.
glad to note he is recovering, though with
green, and it is the richest green yon
These are but a fraction of tbe groupslowly, from a severe attack of grip.
could ever imagine.
Wild flowers have
M. M. M.
ings of exhibits, but will give some little
April 5.
already risen above the grass, and in idea of tbe
immensity of tbe Palace of
many places the poppy, with its bright
EGYPT.
Agriculture and tbe diversity of its conyellow, dominates the color scheme. The tents. I
only wish Hancock county farmThere ta one case of scarlet fever here.
skies are so blue! The cherry, peach and
ers might each have one whole day, at
George Jordan and wife, who have been apple orchards are in full bloom. To-day
least, to de.ote to this one palace; it
ill of grip, are improving,
I motored through miles and miles of
would almost be worth the price of the
f Mrs. Caro bell V'. Smith, of Boston, is orchard on the other side of the bay. In
trip just to get an idea of tbe western
blossoms
the
had
cherry
her
C.
and
J.
Smith
wife.
many
places
Visiting
parents,
methods of farming.
blown into little drifts against the walls,
M.
April 5.
Never in the history of world’s fairs has
and the air

Rh*-umattsin Yiridi Omchly to Sloan'*
You eau't prevent an attack of Rheumatism
from coming on. but yon can stop it almost
Sloan's Liniment gently apimmediately.
to the sore joint or muscle penetrates
a a few minutes to the inflamed spot that
causes the pain.
It soothes the hot. tender,
swollen feeling, and in a very abort time
brings a relief that is almost unbelievable
tintii you experience it.
<_»et a hoitie of
Sloan's Liniment for 25c. of any druggist and
have it in the house—against Colds, .Sore and
Swollen Joints, Lumbago. Sciatica and like
ailments. Y«»ur money back if not satisfied,
but it does give almost instant relief.

filied

was

delicious with the

pungent

odors of blossoms.
One almost

that

forgets

exposition acting

as a

these

through
are

surely

see.

And

raising

1

i

great
magnet for visitors

lands when

from all

there is

one

orchards,

a

so

to

but after tbe

record

generates
than

more

bodu-heai

anything else.

la SCOTT’S EMULSION the
pore oO is ao prepared that the
blood profits from every drop,
while it fortifies throat and lungs.
If yam ara aobjad to cold hands
orf»«t|if t<mikirwudcatch cold
•astir taka SCO IT’S EMULSION
for ona Math and watch its good
NO ALCOHOL.
affacta.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
14-40

do

people

nave

never

this

great slate,

_

amuuning UupcpkotpJiUf
,
m food tonic and tissue builder.
E. O. Moors.

only

more

separate

It
and
ex-

as

well

first

the

heavier

industry

devoted to the

allied

mean

be

appalled

at

with

entirety;
immensity

the

iunaamemai

resources,

in opera-

showing machinery
The apple industry, the packing
and sorting of fancy apples, is an especially interesting exhibit. A large salmon
hatchery, with capacity of 20,000 eggs, is
also conducted. There are also exhibits
of traps and other apparatus for catching
fish. Eight huge glass tanks contain living Specimens of the game fish of the state
—trout, bass, perch and seventeen other
varieties.

that I traversed these

in their

pic-

be wise to take

tion.

agriculture.
1 do not

of

in the

lour

model farm

imple-

agriculture, sixty-five acres t,o
the live-stock section, and four acres of
floor space in the Food Products palace
ments of

are

by

these

and health have not been overlooked. The agricultural exhibit alone
covers 5,000 square feet of space, with a

the

displaying

resources

climate

floor area covers eight
acres, and in addition to this floor sp<ice,
three acres outside the building are de^
voted to

shown

agriculture, forestry, horticulture and
fisheries, all extensively displayed, while
mines, education, art, livestock, scenery,

on

my list. tSome idea of the immensity of
this department may be gained when it is
stated that

as

would

hears from the “state of Massachuwas

as

various exhibits, it
certainly
up one’s
residence in Washington state.
tures.

we

Tbe Palace of Agriculture

but

Olive Oil
Emulsipn

for

believe one-half the wonderful

from

say it, for we certainly do. 1
beard it remarked upon before. One

why

numerous acres

When People Ask Us
what is good for nerves and lost weight,
we always recommend

state of

second

is

mere are

demon-

the

Washington
building for
exhibit and “boosting” purposes. Every
foot of the building is occupied with exof her industries and resources.
most perfect summer day, just such a day amples
A large hail is used as a theatre, with
as we of Maine get in June.
To-day I
moving pictures thrown on a large
was asked what state 1 came from, and 1
and each picture is explained and
answered, “The State of Maine.” The screen,
extolled by a “booster”, and if one can
person with whom 1 was talking said

der

rran*tana

one-

hibits than any other state.
one of tbe states using her

has done its

Maine say, ‘I am
from the State of Maine’?” 1, too, won-

strates that COD LIVER OIL

has

commanding position,

a

holds the

scorching

work, give me dear old
refreshing rains, an<f its
months and months of verdure.
Saturday, March 20—This has been tbe

sun

“Why

WINTER

each

California in amount of space used.

occupies

Maine with its

3abmi3tmnrui

great a space been allowed for agriculture, the cost of the building alone being
$125,610. China, Argentina, New Zealand,
so

March 23—To-day 1 visited
Washington building. It is

worth coming many miles to
yet, in a very short time, all this

beautiful,

of

these alone

beautiful green will have turned sere and
brown. California gets its rain, and then
all is

fattening

or

ajjd the Philippine islands,
travelling third acre floor
space.

is

for

one can

of

I will just give you an
example which, for completeness of detail
and diversity of interest, seems one of the
these exhibits.

Washington’s mineral wealth is shown,
b^precious metals but by coal, sandstone, cement, lime and all the products
of clay, such as brick, tile and terra cotta.
not

Mo her Gray's Sweet Powder* for ibil«iren.
For Feverishness, Bad Btomach, Teething
Disorders, move aud regulate the Bowels and
Used by
are a pleasant remedy for Worms.
At
Mothers foi* 26 years.
They viewer fail.
all druggists, 26c.
Sample FREE. Addreas,
Allen 8. O!instead, LeRoy, N. T.

natural wealth and

ic booth

more
a
in
of palms
than
mile
length. These palms are at iaast thirty
years old, and all growing finely.
nis manner or

in this Palace of Agricul-

ture,

'avenue

an

a

new

borne.

View showing section or colonnades. Court of Abundance, Panama-Pacific
or
International Exposition. San Francisco. The lavish oriental embellishments
this court are well portrayed In this photograph.

Miss

In order that

I

the visitor may follow the

displays with intelligence, a great picture
map is hung in the pavilion showing the

j
t

a

asaiatiog

is

in

tbe

few weeka.

Mias Alice Cain, of Rockland, is the
guest of Miaa Helen Mayo.
Mrs. Wallace Smith and Miaa Edna,
who have been very ill, are better.

of the state,
its railroads, highways, mountains and
▼alleys. It enables the sight-seers to
locate quickly the section having products
that most appeal to him.
March 24—With great military pomp,
the exposition was formally dedicated this
afternoon, Vice-President Marshall officiating as the special envoy of President
Wilson. The ceremonies were most impressive, as befitted the scope of the exposition and the greatness of the event
it celebrates, the completion of the Panama

Helen Mayo

postofBce (or

use

been

fra# crop book.

MF PHYSICIANS FAILED
—WONDI8FOL Rg;07-

BROOKUN.

it would be put to.
When one realizes that all this was
five years ago, it seems inwaste land
credible to see it now—trees, full grown,
have

our

NEWS TIK WEEKS IK BED-

Dr. F. 8. Herrick has purchased

building would be for sale after tbe exposition was over, but that he had no idea

—

1

North Marfcst Struct,

41

state

of what

in the later

Parmenter A Polsey Fertilizer Company

well as in watching them, for it is
teas, dansants, etc., and all tbe smart set
of San Francisco.. vie with each other
provide unique entertainments for the
as

beautiful

plant

Writ* to TU for vugSMtlons or advice and aak for
Writ# tor Asset’# Tavma If ws a

people are certainly enjoying all their
privileges, if one is to judge by the papers

of the most

abundant food for the

will also supply a reserve fertility to your soil that
will be available in coming seasons.

to the

Several

supply

stages of maturity.
The right selection of fertilisers is an important
factor in your success. Parmenter & Polsey Fertili-

eastern visitors.

OOVfci.

SEAL,

FARMER'S INCOME

is measured by his crops, not his acres. Proper fertilisation followed by the necessary care ia the best guaraatee of satisfactory crops.

resources

Pearl and Joseph Tapley leave to-day
for Boeton for their season's work.
Mrs. J. J. Bridge* and daughters spent
several days last week in Rockland.
Homer Stanley, of Bangor, is visiting
grandmother, Mrs. Lixxie Stanley.

His

Mrs. Edith Phillips, who has been caring for Mrs. Abbie Allen, has returned to

Ffye'a Point.

her home at

Herrick, jr.,

of Colby college, is
with her parents.
Dr. F. 8. Herrick and wife.
Fred

canal.

spending bis

vacation

Representatives of all the states and
participating in the exposition
Mrs. Nellie Batchcler, who has been
attended.
A great procession of army
employed at William Pervear’a, Sedgand navy forces over the grounds of “jewel
wick, the past winter, is at home.
city”, preceded the ceremonies. The warMiss Nora R?ed, of New York, and E.
off
assembled
the
ships
exposition D.
Mayo, of Beverly, Mass., were in town
grounds, fired a salue of nineteen guns.
week
attend the funeral of Fred
nations

The ceremonies were held in the Court of
the Universe, which is the central court
as well as t£»e largest.
Vice-President
Marshall, Admiral Howard and Major-

Murray passed down a double
line of marines to the speakers’ stand.
The speakers were the president of theexposition,C. C. Moore, United States Senator
Phelan, Governor Johnson, Mayor Ralph
and Vice-President Marshall.
To-night
General

United States government will be host
official
representatives of foreign
powers represented at the exposition. A
reception and ball in honor of Vice-Presithe

to

last

j
j*

to

1

Personally apfieared

made oath tbat tbe
stance end in fact.

past winter, bsve moved back to Flye's
i Point.

j

High school opens to-day, after one I
vacation. Mia* Trefatbeu, tbe assistant, returned from Waterville Saturday.
Tbe clas*« (arts have been assigned as folweek

Valedictory, Miss Irene Wells;
salutatory. Miss Etta Bridges; bistory and
prophecy, Mias Dorothy Cole*, oration,
Stanley Dority; presentation of gifts,
Eugene Young; essay, Miss Esther Kane,
lows:

)

this I3tb

me

; sons-Clarence and
and one daughter

were

afternoon.

the

Charles

true

sub-

m

R- A. Oa lkrt.
Notary Public.
letter to
I>r. Kilmer A. Co.,
Illngbnmton, N. V.
Prove

Send

j

j
j

ten

will eleo receive e booklet of valuable in*
for met ion, telling about the kidneys end
bladder.
When
writing. I* sure to
\t KKKLT
mention
the
E LA*WORTH
AmkriiaN.
Regular titty-cent end onedoller sue bottles for sale at all dru(

ACT

j

Delay

Hum

QUICKLY
Been

In

Dung<*roua

Klin worth.
l)o the right thing at the right time.

—

held at

Rev.

is

i

Claude, of this place,
Miss Nora Reed, of
New York, and an aged father—Capt.
John Heed; aho a sister- Mrs. Edward D.
Mayo, of Beverly, Mass., who was unable
to be preseut at the fuueral on account of
the serious illness of her son.
A kind
neighbor, husband and father has gone.

Services

same

What Swwlnp-Hixit Will I>o
Kor You
cenly to Dr. Kilmer V Co.,
I
Bingbemton, S. Y., tor e sample sue
j bottle. It will convince anyotn You

<

The

Ivei and a Billiard Ball.
The late Frank C. Ives, the great
bllllardlst. was very proud of the peculiar strength of his right arm. Striking the ball with one quick, sharp
blow of his cue, the Ivory would striko
eleven cushions while flying around
the table. Ue beat “Wizard" Schaefer
and Eugene Carter by three feet and
nine Inches.
Bob Fitzsimmons, who was credited
with striking a blow that was compared to the kick of a mule, could
barely touch nine cushions, while Jim
Corbett made about eight, yet Ives
weighed only about 115 pounds at the
time.—New York Journal.

before

Herbert Tapley and family, who have ; of September, 180B,
Mrs.
if. J. Price,
living in T. C. Stanley'* house tbe who subscribed the above statement and

been

Marshall in the huge ball room of
California building, given under the
Fred Stewart and Arthur Cole have reauspices of the national commissioners of turned from Ellsworth, where they went
after two boats tielonging to the Earnsthe exposition, characterizes the affair.
Vice-President Marshall will also have the worth Packing Co.
honor of being initiated as a member of the
OBITUARY.
Sioux Indian tribe. Among the few white
Fred Reed died at his home at Naskeag
men similarly honored are Nelson A. Miles,
Senator Thomas A. Platt,
Elihu Root, Parly Thursday rooming, after a long illChauncey Depew, Theodore Roosevelt and ness. For the past fern' months he had
Senator Thurston, of Nebraska. Mrs. Ella seemed much better than for a long time,
Wheeler Wilcox js also a member, being but two weeks ago he began to fail rapidly,
i the end coming very suddenly
known as “Princess White Wings”.
Thursday
I morning. Mr. Reed leaves a widow, two
dent

j

Reed.

|

I WilliI to inform you of the gre.t
benefi,
derived irom
aenvea
from the aee
uer of Sweml
s»iOD.
Boot. 1 bed been ■ sufferer dor more ihu
twenty yoere from kidney »i1(t |1T_
trouble end wee elmoet donate.illy iMM
by the moet eminent physicians wtK)
could only fire me temporerv relief
bed been In bed ten weeks «beo I
be«en tbe uee of Swamp-Root. Inside of
twenty-four boon I could see thet I bed
been greatly benefited.
I continued to
uee
Swamp-Root until I bed used sennl
bottles when I welly felt tbet mv aid
trouble wee completely cured, „mi 'i la
poeitive tbet eny person eufftring eitk
kidney or liver trouble cen be cured br
the use bf this preps ration.
1 em now in tbe best of beeltb. better
then I heve been for ten yeere or more. I
do not know bow to express myself u
strongly ss 1 desire, in favor of Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp- Hoot, ss I sitm sure tut
it esved m.v life and thst my good beeltb
is due eqjirely to this great remdy. I
heartily recommend it to every »ulf»rer.
and am confldent they can be 'benefited
ss I have been.
It is a pleasure for me,
gentlemen, to band you this re*-' Timendation.
MRS. If. J. PRICE,
1106 Center St.
Portsmouth. Ohio.
1 neve
1
hew

Act

quicaly in time o! danger.
kidney danger Doan’s Kidney

In time of

Pilla

are

moat effective.

of their worth.
John L. Smith, Waltham Hoad,
Kilo worth Falla, Me., aaye: “I had trouble
from my kidneys for a long time. I bad*
dull, heavy ache in m.v back and duty
spell?. Doan's Kidney Pills helped me
right away. 1 still have unlimited fait*
in Doan’• Kidney Pills, and believe tbit

Plenty of evidence
Mra.

home

Saturday
Hargrove, of

Btuel^ill, officiating.

Lewis Freathey died at his home at
Naskeag Friday morning, after a lingering
illness, during which he had been tenderly there la no other
kidney medicine ou tlw
eared for by his
wife and daughter.
J market aa good. You may continue to
Mr. Freathey waa a kind neighbor and
(JCC*‘
former endorsement.
friend. He w as a member of the Baptist publish my
aional ose of Doan’a Kidney Pilis keeP*
also
of
church,
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. j me in
good health.*1
Mm and of the Royal Arch chapter.
He
Lovk, Life and Eugenics.
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't »itnP*J
leaves a widow, a daughter-Mrs. Albion
Suppose the eugenlsts could have Gray, and one grandchild. Services were ask lor a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidtheir way and banish love, who would held at the home
Sunday afternoon, Rev. ney Pill*
the same that .Mr
care to live? What purpose would life G.
Mayo, ofTranklin, officiating. Interbad. Koater-Milburn Co., Props-,
It would have none.
have?
There ment w as at Brook I in.
N. Y.
would be no life, only an existence,
Lawrence McFarland, son of the late
wearisome and dull. The world feels
and
Kubie
Rodney
McFarland, formerly
M ATISA
that love Is beautiful, It sees In prac- of
Brooklin, died March 23 at Boston, GEt RID OF RHtU
Love makes the after a
tice that It Is true.
the
short illness cl pneumonia.
De- An iUajr Matter with Rheum*
world, love keeps It, only to love shall ceased was born in Rockland Oct.
Marvelous Remedy for the l)is* a»e.
lf$86.
20,
It be given In tbe future. Therefore
Daring his preparatory school days at
Drive out the uric acid from the joint*
have poets sung It awl story tellers Hebron
academy, Mr. McFarland became Get every particle of this poisonous miltold of It: therefore do eyes shine and
—

___

He
prominent in athletics.
entered
Rowdoin college in 1907, and soon became
a leader in athletics there,
making new
records in jumping and hurdle
racing.
He was captain of the Rowdoin college
Liked the Quarter*.
track team in 1911.
He also won other
A passenger In a Pullman car waa honors at Bowdoin, as a speaker and as •
Inclined to be rather friendly with the member of the editorial board of the
porter, but bad not as yet given him Bowdoin Orient tor four years. In his
any tip.
junior year fce was on the Buale board.
“Do you enjoy your position?" the Alter completing bis college
courast
man asked as the porter waa brushing he
entered
the
medical
school.
Sii*e graduating
his coat.
from the medical
had
been an
•Tes. sah,'’ replied the colored fel- school he
interne at
low. “I likes de quarters heah very the Maine general hospital in Portland.
much—when I gits ’em.”
Harper's Three weeks before his death he went to
Boston to lake a special course in one of
Magazine.
the hospitals there. The 'uneral was held
at St. Luke’s cathedral, in
Sometimes They Come True.
Portland,
First
Tramp (musingly)—Do you March 24. The body was then brought to
know, pard, they say dreaiqs never Hrooklin for 'interment, services
being
come true?
Second Tramp -They do held here at the Baptist church
Saturday,
sometimes. When I was a kid I used March 23. Rev. Charles Hargrove, of
to dream of the time 1 could weal Sluehill, officiating.
The floral
diewas
the
and
long pants. I wear them now all right, play
largest
most
beautiful
ever
seen
and nobody ever wore them any longer.
here, testifying to his
host of friends and the
—Branonian.
high esteem in
which be was held. He is survived
by bis
mother
and
one
The f,t oeesnon of lots price* is moving
sister
Mrs. Blanche
right along, headed by advertieereing Harmon, of Portland.
THE AMERICAN.
April 6.
Use Femme.
cheeks burn for It. Therefore It Is tbe
soul of art. of music, of literature.—
Atlantic Monthly.

i
v

prescription that acta at once on kidney*
the
stomach, liver and blood; dissolves
acid and causes rheumatic agony
vanish..
Head this proof:
‘‘After treatment by
three doctors, without result, I h*w
been cured of a very bad case of rbeurn*
uri©

;

|

tism

It is

{

—

—

ter out of your system, and keep it out‘
You can do it with Kheuma, a scientific

by using

two

bottles of

two years since I
and I am still as well
now

Rheum*

used the rein
Pre-

as ever.
edy,
*l1
viously I was a cripple, wal king
**°
crutches.'*—Judge John Karhorst,
Loraime, Ohio.
o
O. A. Parefaer thin’-a well enough

noKheuma to offer it on the “no-cure,
I pay" plan at 50 cents.
;
1

WE LOAN. A BANK
■

for borne

“raoney-catcbiug’,

patrons who desire
get yours to-day.

Mine.

Han. Co. Savings BANK,

*u

al*

Bettef

Ellsworth
t0

Stxtesn ounces of performance
pound of promise in the advertise***^
of THE AMMBIOAM.

NEWS. MAINE’S STATE PRISON.

COUNTY

Bl.UEHILL.
buildings in
deplorable
maniacs rwtm main*
CONDITION.
m written by 8.'
Th« following poem
end reed at the recent CELLS SMALL AND
Erereu Mark*,
UNSANITARY—COST
in Boeton.
OF MAINTENANCE AS SHOWN BY
BlarbiU reunion
I
think
we
nowedey*.
the
paper*
n%i
OFFICIAL FIGURES.
must a*ree
pn>«»e** «* toward
If tbe bill introduced at Augusta this
the ir»*d o*
inanity.
winter by Senator Chat to has had no other
that lunacy increase* on all result, it has
opened the eyes of the peoStatistic* chow
ple of Maine to conditions existing in the
side*,
that mania la each of ns
claima
present buildings at Thomaston.
ADd science
abides.
Conditions found by the legislative
committee on its official visit resulted in
a kind of maniac, ions more
n9tt n many
/ the reporting of a bill fora new prison.
or lea* inaane,
the Jolly maniac, who hails from Senator
aut here’s to
Chatto, as chairman of the comMaine.
BiaebUl,
mittee, went into the matter exhausWhat tively, and his speech in favor of a new
mania, brother?
Sow what’s your
prison was an arraignment of present
hobby do you ride?
in
me
automaniac? Come, now,
conditions which should make the people
ire you an
confide.
of Maine blush for shame. Ue said in
hours sprawled in the part:
Did you spend a couple
The prison at Thoioaston was built in 1824.
oily ooae?
the eof ine and fail to At that time the ideas
Did >ou baK dissect
gf prison life were not
the same as they are to-day.
find.the fuse?
Then it was
thought that to be confined in a small, unCondolences, roy brother, and Join the (lad
sanitary cell >was good enough for any
refrain:
and his welfare was not very much
here's to the antomanlac. who hails prisoner,
sister?
Now what’s your mania,
do you ride?

What

hobby

tangomanlac? Cdkne now. In
Are you
confide.
a

us

Are you crasy now for dancing, regardless of
ail time?
Had you rather be a prancing than reading
prose

or

rhyme?

Did you fall to see yonr dentist because you
wished to dance?
Are you “dippy” from the dipplnglof a terpalchorean trance?

disdain,

Condolence#, my sister, and pity, not
9a here's to the tangomanlac, who hails from

Bluehlll.
Have you some mania, brother, some hobby
that you ride?
What* You’re a dipsomaniac? 8h-h-h-h, come
with me aside.
I have a little grape-Juice from the Secretary
of State.
It rises red within the cup-Blil Bryan says
it’s

inspectors^in

us

sJJumll,

|

j

worlds*

permitted.

»

—

>

twenV

w(cAJyor

Kddi

K«ton went to Boston Thursday

to go y cht ir.g.
A. ti. H' «V ell

left Thursday for New
yacht.
Capt. O. L. Hardy and wife have gone to
Bockland to take a vessel.
News
ha* been received that Capt.
Collins Powers is improving.
April 5.
H.
York

to

join

a

mint,

•olve wu Introduced hastily; that there w$?
no call for a new State prison; that the State
prison, with au outlay $100,c00, would be
sufficient for the needs of the State of Maine
for the next seventy-five years, and that a
new State prison could not be built for less
than $1,000,000.
We have made

there has been

ITCHING SCALP

under existing conditions.
The people of Knox county are opposed to
this bill, and one could hardly expect them
to take any different view of it, but I think
th$ premany fair-minded man, after viewing
ises, would agree with us that the location is
unsuitable.
altogether
The lot of land which the State owns at that

x

legal Notice*.

WHEREAS,

Central

Undeveloped

LOCA-

Powers,
Material,

Water

Unlimited Raw
and

Good Farming Land

Await

Development.

I

regarding

i

CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

WHEREAS,

I

_

SQrfitrtuumcnU.

CHILD’S LIFE SAVED

Staumin*.

Hampshire

By

a

p.\is°,n’
I®,-;7
20,58‘A^

THE

*

FRECKLES

Theren°
..ere ^v^nied

eemgasn.,% othine—double strength—is
prescription‘
.emove these homely spots.
uarantee

Mrs. Grace Barron, of Lamoine, in caring for Mrs. Annie Remick and family.
t0i*u,0UQCe of othine—double
impyge an
Eben Kingman, who has been conftued
druggist and apply
to his bed several weeks, remains about strength—from am
'1* nd
morning* and you
a
a
little
of
it
night
*
the same.
*iat even the worst

J1

...

should

soon

see

tl.i

...
Mrs. Merchant, who has been caring,
to disappear, while
freckles have begun »
A
W. I. Ford, has returned to her
.®
vanished entirely,
ones
the
have
\
[ home tn Hancock.
lighter
e than an ounce is
T.
...

for Mrs.

..

It

,,

..

is

seldom that

mot -»
t.

..

ear

the skin

and

Eugene Hodgkins, who has been lumber- needed to completely
ing here this winter, moved to his home g»in. beautiful clear <M|\iplexion
con,double a
in Hancock Saturday.
j
Be sure to.sk to, the T
atee ot
A shadow passed over this'community oth.naaeth.aiaaold
und„We ,reckie9March
at
the
death
29,
if
it
fails
Monday evening,
to re a_
money back
I of Mrs. Marion A. Hodgkins, after only
She al*
one week’s illness of pneumonia.

Now that Parisian Sage
an Inexpensive preparation
that supplies
every hair ana scalp need--eau be had
ways had a sinile-and kind word for every
irom G. A. Parcher, it is certainly
one, and will be greatly missed, not alone
needless to have thin, brittle, matted, place is small—only about four acres—three in the
home, but by all who knew her.
part inclosed She was a
Jtringy or faded hair. No matter acres inclosed with a wall.. This
loving wife and mother and dethe
with
how is almost entirely covered
prison
hair,
[jnw unsightly
your
voted grandmother. She leaves a husband,
abanfor
an
is
how
““Ny tt
old,
or
the
except
and
prison shops,
falling,
Coleman F. Hodgkins, two sons —Harlan
Parisian Sage is
?}.uc'}thatdandruff,
and three grandchildren
and Arthur,
is needed.
of
Cough
trace
Whooping
Every
J,
Arthur L., Sidney D. and Marion A., and
uandruff is removed with one applicaWell-everyone knows the effect of Pine one
Stratton.
brother
Clifford
Dr. Beil's Pine-Tartion, the hair roots are nourished and Forests on Coughs.
While the people were gathering for the
is a remedy which brings quick relief
stimulated to grow new hair, itching Honev
the
fuueral
little
April 1,
granddaughter,
for Whooping Cough, loosens the mucous,
scalp and failing hair cease.
soothes the liuing or the throat and lungs, Marion A., aged ten months, died, and on
t arisian
Easter Sunday was laid away. She was a
is certainly one of the snd makes the coughing spells less severe.
Sage
with growing children should not | lovable child.
most
Mmch sympathy is felt for
invigorating tonics, and will Abe family
without it. Keep it handy for all Coughs I the bereaved ones.
:“**‘y make your hair soft, abundant snd Colds. 25c. at your druggist.
aud radiant with life
Are.
»
April 5.
Electric Bitters a bpring Toulc.
And beauty.
—

SMuitlacnuKia.

V.

dow^ho

or

FERTILIZERS!

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Eben A. Gott, of Stouington,
H. I. Freese and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortdated
November 6. 1912, and redeed
gage
spent the week-end here.
corded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
Railroad
book 491. page 585, conveyed to the Bncksport
Ernest Myriok has moved his family
Loan A Build!• g Association, a corporation
We have no decent
breathe the foul air.
into a rent owned by A. B. Banker.
located at Bncksport, in said county, certain
|
hospital; no arrangements to segregate
real estate thus described in said mortgage:
Misses Dora and Nettie Hooper have reprisoners affected with tuberculosis, no mess
Two certain parcels of real estate, situated
In said Bucksport. and bounded and daroom, and shops that are veritable fire traps. turned to their home in East Franklin.
scr bed as follows, to wit:
to
Under these conditions, how can we expect
Ed Potter and George Lewis, who are in ,
First lot. Beginning on the westerly side of
reform our unfortunate fellowmen?
the county road leading from the Falls, soEllsworth for a few weeks, spent
called, to Long Pond settlement on the
Since 1560 our prison has cost the tax-payers
with their families here.
southerly line of what w s originally lot
of the State of Maine *1.4*1,766.94. It seems to
numbered one hundred and four Q04) in the
In spite of the bad condition of the
me that we can find no reasonable solution
seventh range of lots in said Bucksport;
thence running northerly on the westerlyfor these conditions, except that the prison roads Sunday a good-sized
Located on the line of the
congregation
side of said road about twenty-one (21) rods
are
ail
I
believe
we
was badly located, as
listened to a fine Easter sermon by the
to a point which is two rods southerly of the
willing to admit that the prison affairs have pastor, Rev. E. S. Drew. It is with
middle of the width of said lot numbered one
deep
hundred four (104); thence running westerly
been conducted as economically as possible
regret that the people here see Mr. and
db a line parallel with the said lines of saia
under existing circumstances.
to those desiring: to make
lot numbered one hundred four (104) to land
*
give
opportunity
Mrs.
Drew
take
their
new
Held
of
labor
up
I am satisfied that if the prison had been
formerly owned or formerly sold to Israel C.
in location for a new start in life.
a
&ud Enoch Page; thence southerly on the
located near a market, in some place where in Kenduskeag. In the seven years that
line of sa-d Page's land as formerly run out to
have
less
labored
here
been
much
have
would
have
become
rates
the freight
they
they
them, which line is on what is called Mast
than they are at Thomaaton, and (situated on very dear to all.
They will carry the
Hill, to the somberly side line of said lot one
hundred four (104) which separates it from lot
a tract of land where the vegetables for the
best wishes of every one to their new
numbered one hundred three (103), thence
prisoners could have been raised, our State home.
easterly on said southerly line to the county
prison would have made a very different
road, the hounds first mentioned, containing
5.
H.
April
Hfteen acres more or less, with the buildings
showing.
thereon standing.
at
this
I believe it is a matter of economy
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Second lot. This lot adjoins first above described lot and is situate on road leading
time to abandon the prison and locate one
Frederick
Cole
his
in
Easter recess
from the Falls (so-called) to tbe Long Pond
spent
where a business man can conduct the several
settlement, is^two rods wide and adjoins the
manufacturing plants ata much greater profit North Sedgwick.
fieJd formerly of Howard E. Small on the
north, and is the same premises conveyed to
than is possible at TLhomaston.
Victor Friend, of Melrose, Mass., har
stid Howard E. Small by heirs of Peter Clair,
locations
Communications
In support of figures quoted. Senator been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
by d« ed dated January 25. a. d., 1910 and re1
are
invited and will receive attention ; corded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 467,
Chatto submitted the following detailed Allen several days.
page 312
statement.
Mrs. Enoch Grindle and daughter, of when addressed to any agent of the
And whereas tbe conditions of said morthas been broken, now therefore, by
or
to
gage
MAINE
Amount of money paid out of State treasury Hluehill, spent the week-end with her
reason of such breach of condition the Buckssister, Mrs. Frank Laston.
port Loan and Building Association claims a
on account of State prison:
toreclosure of said mortgage.
Jfainfenance
Bldgs, Repairs
Albert Pierce and wife have returned to
Buckspoht Loan & Building Association.
488 44
$
1860
$ 5,200 00
by W. C. Conary, its attorney
their home in North Brooksville, after
551 69
Bucksport, Me., March 24.1915.
1861
8,950 00
a few days with their son Foster.
894 79 | spending
10,550 00
1862
NOT ILK OF FORECLOSUREPORTLAND, .MAINE.
Miss Chaney Treworgy has returned to
18,900 00
1,420 39 1
Olio A. Wilson, of Tremont,
1863..
1
in the county of Hancock and State of
1,966 59 her home in Surry, after spending «he
20387 50
1864
his mortgage deed dated August 18,
Maine,
by
10.300 00
3,743 78 winter with her sister, Mrs. Sarah Trew1865
a.
d. 19t)5 and recorded in Hancock county
8.660 98
1866
5,500 00
Maine, registry of deeds, book 429, page 127,
orgy.
conveyed to Phebe F. Gray, of said Tremont,
29,769 66
27.500 00
1867
oue undivided seventh (17) part of a certain
Orrin Hanscom and wife are visiting
11,118 08
27,500 00
1868
lot or parcel of land with the buildings theretheir son Earle in LewiBton.
Harold
9,458 25
82,500 00
on situated in T/emoLt afoiesaid and on the
1869
Staples, of Brooklin, is working for Mr. :
east side of Bass Harbor, “so-called.” bounded
6,986 12 Hanscom.
36,200 00
1870
and described as follows to wit: Beginning
87
00
8,184
12,600
1871
on the east shore of Bass Harbor at the southThe Easter concert of the North Sedg5,988 10 wick
west come r of the John R. Bickford lot, (now
19,ICO 00
1872
Baptist church has been postponed j
fwtied by Frank McMullin) and following
8,857 70 for one week, on account of the numerous
1873
12,100 00
said Bickford’s south line easterly to land or
28,881 64 cases of grip in this section.
21,100 00
1874
Delia Thurston, thence by said Thuiston'e
2.700 65
south line to land formerly owned by Mosee
16,100 90
1875
A. G.
April 5.
Richardson, thence by said Richardson's south
08
2,796
1876.4380 00
line to the town or county road, thence by said
06
00
19,488
LAMOINE.
34,979
1877
road southerly fifteen and one*half (16*s)
4,802 97
24398 06
1878..
rods, thence north 86° east, thirteen (13) rods,
A copy of the Mt. Lowe (Cal.) Daily
thence sooth eight (8) rods, thence south 86°
878 00 Neuti of March 24, received
at
The
20,416 53
1879
west thirteeen (13) rods, thence south 74° west
854 00 American office, reports Capt. and M rs.
188<f..
82300 00
to the shore, thence by the shore northerly to
Fred L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, among rethe place of beginning, containing five (5)
$147,284 78 cent visitors at the top of the famous
$296356 98
acrts more or less.
mountain.
Also an undivided seventh part of another
20.
Aver1888,
State
Prom
p.
prison report
lot situated in said Tremont and on the east
1881
to
State
from
to
the
of Bass Haroor, bounded and described as
side
annual
expense
age
follows, to wit: Beginning at the northwest
1887 inclusive, not including new shop, $12,corner of P. W. Rtcnardsou's lot aud in ths
046-85. Expense, 1881-1887, $84327-96. Average
east line of the old Thurston ,lot. now owned
annual department losses from 1881 to 1887 inDy Dr. Watson et als, and following said,
»h- old Ship
Thurston east line nor' Ve-ly t
inclusive, $798.18.
Harbor Road, thence b> sa;d road easterly to
By Dr. True’s Elixir.
1889
$17,068 85
1888. net expense to
the north end of the ola M iiicuester Gats
We have just received a letter from ■
16,578 10
$20,462 76 1890 I
Way. thence by the Maucntster wist line
State,
mother ot six children wherein
southerly to the shore of Ship Harbor, thence
16,796 07 charming
11.561 40 1892
1891
she says: “When I was living up in the
by said shore southerly and westerly to P.
9,984 86 mountains ol New
27,940 78 1894
1898
said,
Enauranc:
W.
Richardson’? north line, thence
my baby
north line westerly to the place of beginning
was very sick and a friend of mine wanted
82
$120,887
and containing eighty acres more or less.
and
now
me to use Dr. True’B Worm Elixir,
NIAGARA FIKK INSURANCE CO.
Also one seventh (1 7) part of one twelfth
PROM 8TATB PRISON REPORTS.
I have six children and have never been
NEW YORK
(1 12) part of “the old Thurston lot”, situated
received from the State.
saia Tremont and on the east side of Bass
in
xnw
True’s
without
it
Elixir)
n-a a<
iuoa
1.1 fft
DEC.
1914.
(Dr.
ASSETS
81,
31,079 94 1896
Harbor and now owned by Dr. Willis Watson
1895
id my house more than a few
*353,500 00
Mortgage loans.
and others. Meaning and intending to con19334 75 1898
32
18*7
5,834,068
weeks at a time, and I bought Stocks and bonds.
vey mv one-seventh interest in the above de23,089 65 1900
475.726 02 seribed
Cash in office and bank,
1899
property, the estate of the late James v
a bottle last week.
558,64863 L Wilson,
48,719 68 1902
Whereas the condition
Agents’ balances,
deceased.
1901
"\ 39,283 36 1904
39.21867
Interest and rents.
of said mortgage bus been broken, now thereB.
MRS.
N.
GILE,
1903
81,186 39 fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
All other assets.
05 1906
R. F. D. Box 15,
1905
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of saia mortgage,
1908
Gross assess.
and give this notice for that purpose.
We8t «ewDury, ^ass.
1907
Trade Mark
Deduct items not admitted.
Phebe F. Gray,
$322,279 45 That is the way lota ofchildren seem fearby Geo. R. Fuller, her attorney.
Admitted assets,
a. d. 1916.
of
March
REPORTS.
this
22d
Dated
ea.se
ia
almoat
day
ill
and
their
hopeless
fully
PROM STATE TRBASU REtt't
LIABILITIES DEO. 31,
Dr. True’s
when the trouble ia worms.
Maine
for
State
Rotch. of New
and
Net
losses.
G
worms
Arthur
Expenditures
subscribers,
Elixir will gently expel the
unpaid
Bedford, and Henry W. Palmer, of New1909
$37,307 04 1910
build up the system, restoring the child to Unearned premiums.
All
other
liabilities,
of Massachuof
the
commonwealth
both
ton,
normal health. All dealers—35c, 50c and
1911
18,195 53 1912
have been
Cush capital.
s -its, hereby give notice that they
1913
143,568 9<*< tvfl. Medical advice free.
93,254 02 1914
Surplus over all liabilities,
duly appointed executors of the last will and
) Write
thereto
of
and
memoranda
testament
|
^
$331,680 01
Total liabilities and surplus,
*7,502,873 16 i
THOMAS MORGAN ROTCH, late of
The State auditor’s report, 1914, shows $?2,A1
K. HOL1U H, Agent.
BOSTON,
725 78 for payment of outstanding debts.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
said commonwealth, deceased, and
given
Expense to State of Maine for State prison,
bonds as the law directs; and that they have
I860 to 1914, $1,401,766.94.
DeAverage annual exMERRIMACK MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO. appoiute l Edward B. Mearsof 26 Mount
sert street, in the town of Eden, county of
pense, $2t ,014.20.
ANDOVEH, MASS.
Hancock aud State of Maine, as their agent
ASSETS DEC. a*, 1914.
within the said State of Maine. All persons
de*135,029 71 huviug demands against the estate of said
Mortgage loans,
MARLBORO.
lor
is the Time to Get Rid of These Collateral
loans.
4,000 0C ceased are desired to present the same
Now
reStocks and bonds.
147,156 If Settlement and all indebted thereto are
Coleuian F. Hodgkins is quite poorly.
Ugly Spots.
to make payment immediately.
in office and bank.
71
Cash
5.537
quested
of
need
Rotch
*°D^er
8lM*ktest
Arthur
G.
Mrs. Annie Remick and daughter Ruth
19,749 7J
Agents’ balances,
Henry W. Palmiot.
March 16, 1915.
of your freckles, as the Interest and rents.
3,445 3£
are ill of grip.

uS*>18

from the best information «e have been able
to obtain, ^as very near $1,10U,GC0.
Now, if a prison can be built in Minnesota
to accommodate 1,500 persons for $1,100,000, I
believe it is reasonable to expect that a prison in the Htate of Maine, to accommodate say
^2o0 persons, can be built for about $300,000.
In fact, we have had a plan and estimates of
to
us.
The
estimated
submitted
cost
would be upcost for a prison which
to-date in every respect, situated in a suitable location, to be determined by a commission, was $310,000. There are some other details which could be scalfd down, bringing
about $290,0c0.
the approximate cost
It is reasonable to expect that a tract of
laud of several hum!red acres could be socured in a suitable location without cost to the
State of Maine, as at this time at least one offer
has been made that, if the prisou could be located iu a certain town, the town would pre*
sent the State with several hundred acres of

FALLING HAIR

Horace Myrick, who has bees ill, la oat.
Miss Gladys Hooper has gone to Bucksport to teach.

'^1,498

a

1 know that no one concerned in this matter has anything but the honor and respect
of the State, together with the welfare and
benefit of the prisoners, in view, and the object of building a new State prison is to turn
out a better class of men than we are able to

ANIMAL

SOUTH GOULDS BOKO.

\

prison built iu Minnesota.,* This
prison is up-to-date in every respect, and Of
sufficient capacity to accommodate from 1,200
The cott of this prison,
to 1.&00 prisoners.

'U

LOWELL i

a,

new State

Sbbrrtificmmut.

—

^Appropriations

inquiries in reference to the

coat^tf prisons. Recently

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO., 40 Nortli Marfcit Shut, Brin, Mm.

j

|

argument

Any High Grade brand of Lowell Fertilisers, If used as directed, is your
best guarantee at a satisfactory crop. Send for free booklet.
If ere are not represented fat year locality, write as for the agency.

Austin H. Dority, a life-long resident
of Sedgwick, died suddenly Thursday
afternoon at his home here. Mr. Dority
was engaged in the blackamith business
for many years, but retired a few years ago.
He was a member of Bggemoggin lodge,
F. and A. M., and Columbia chapter,
O. E. S. He leaves a widow, one son
Roy S., and two daughters—Mrs. E.-J.
Eaton and Miss Myra.
Funeral services
were held at the home Sunday afternoon,
Rev. Mr. Hargrove, of Bluehill, officiatMasonic rites were conducted by
ing.
T. A. Smith, past D. D. U. M.
H.
April S.

chfAige

4br

1 ne

“Me. FIR BAG ABOVE THE MARKET PRICE.f
"
Confirming eonversatlon with your salssman, I am pltsssd to adrlse that on
farm in Maine, I had the best crop of potatoes raised In my rlolnlty this season,
cultivated well and used MOO 16s. of Lowell Potato Grower Fertiliser, per a
without any other dressing. The yield was not so large, hut the quality la such tl
I am getting OOe. per hag above the market price for them here In Boston. I firs
believe you nave the right idea about manufacturing fertilisers.”
Maine
EDWARD A. HANLY, Somerset County, Maine,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

refrain,
To the grape-Juice dipsomaniacs which alone
could come from Maine.

nihgetT^

hare been scientifically prepared to meat the requiremenu of Now England soils. They supply just the substances that
needed—organic animal matter with high grade chemicals; they are alwi
the same and always reliable.

“*i!

Sunda^ SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS

Hod. James O. Blaine was appointed commissioner, and below are extracts from his

children,

SEDGWICK.
Schooner
Norwood,
Lillian, Uepl.
brought a load of cam lath week for the

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,

necessarv.

it, brother, and sweTl the glad

drink

ftbbrrtistmtiite.

NEWS

QUARRIES. FACTORY

inspectors declare, with most manly
frankness, that the location, construction
and arrangement of the prison and the surrounding buildings, with perhaps a single
exception, have been made regardless of i
-health, economy or public utility’*. These
are precisely the views which I would en- *
force, and 1 am glad to be sustained by the j
DEDHAM.
opinion of those so thoroughly acquainted
with the subject iu all It* detail, and so well I
widow of enabled to
Mr*. Nancy Kmily
pronounce a sound judgment as j
A. C. Burr ill, who bad long been in failing are the present inspectors.
1 dissent, however, iu total from the recomhealth, died March 28, aged eighty-five roendations which these gentlemen make iu
regard to the enlargement of the present ;
year*. Mr*. Burriil waa born in townstructure at Tbomanton. I cannot unite with
ship No 8. afterward incorporated a* the thorn in urging upon the State the further
town of Dedham, and wa» one of ita oldest outlay of money to alter or add to a building
whose "location, construction and arrangeinhabitant*. She was a woman of great ment", according to their awn declaration,
fortitude*and actnity, devoted to church “have been made regardless of the laws of j
Jf the'
health, economy or public utility”.
and mi»»*on
long aa her strength
present building is so badly located, so badly I
The funeral was held March constructed aud so badly arranged as to violate !
th- laws of -heaitb, economy and public 1
30, Rev. 8. C, Whitcomb, of Bangor, Free utility ”, ordinary prudence, I think, demands 1
that it should be abaudoued. and that the
asBaptist State missionary, officiating,
.State should not be asked to waste any more
sisted by Herbert henries, acting pastor of if its
money in a useless struggle against the
the Congregational church. Mias Lillis numerous and complicated disadvantages so
c.'ealy
epitomized in the parsgraph’quoted.
Phillip, ol Holden, *ang two selections.
It is very evident that the recommendation
The |»n-rtartra were four grandsons
of the commissioner appointed by the governHarold. ( hffurd and Leslie Burriil and or was not carried out. I believe the princiLrne*t Turner. Easter lilies and other pal reason for not carrying out this recomau.
tldwera from loving relatives and mendation waa on account of the Civil war
frit*
ovtred the caket. Ofafamilyof hood after. The State of Maine was under a
nine cl ilu eu, tot (out survive their great expense at that time to maintain its
r
W. Fogg and Mrs. L. M. part of the cost of the war, and, of necessity,
mop
M
to curtail its expenditures in relation to
Blood, of Buck*? on ; Mr*. J. E. Turner, of had
as much as possible. I believe
Brewer, and E. W. Bu.iUl, who resides on improvements
new State
thst, except for this reason, a
Ue ou. ho,ufcfct«ad. and cared for his
prison would have been built at that time.
mother in ter Ue* irnng year*.
has
been
State
The
enlarged since
prison
B.
April o.
then, increasing the number of cells from 108
Most of these cells, however, are of
to 218.
H)n.U URLAND.
the same dimension# as the original cells,
l 1 N V
hr i- v i.h her aunt, Mrs. A. and built of rough lime rock Jaid up with
mortar, with a granite flagging floor and top.
B. w bit*.
Long Fon t, f jt a few days.
There are now 180 cells which are four feet
Fran*. Bennett was called toOrland Friwide, eeven feet long and six and one-half
da* by the >uuud reatb of his father,
feet high. In each of these celle there is a
Loren Bennett.
bed or bunk, attached to the side of the wall
Mr-. Brn.ib. Frjer sod
***!■ bank is torned down,
?* "by
f‘
Ms
inthei between the
•Uiiing her Barents, M. there is a space of
V U.
u * 11
* l*mce •®¥®n
cell wall aad the bunk, lea^iD*
B.
Ap. n
prisfeet long and twenty inches
oner to occupy.
\
Nun Hi DEER ISLE.
nan
orvo mauc ia«
So let

Mlaelon boat Sunbeam Is in the river
for a few days. Mr. MacDonald preached
at the church Sunday morning, and Mr.
Walker aang.

architecture, sanitation or ventilation, and
are not fit places to confine a human being.
We not only deprive a man of all his liberty
and pursuit of happiness when he is sentenced to the Maine State prison, but he is
sentenced to a dungeon of unhewn stone,
four feet wide by seven feet long, where he
must live fifteen hours every day of his inprisonment, with .no sanitary arrangements
except a slop bucket.
In these foul dens, many of them never having been penetrated by the rays of the sun,
Here they
our prisoners are incarcerated.
eat their food, sleep on a narrow cot and

Originally the prison had 108 cella, and
these seemed to answer the purpose very well
until 1847, when the prison became so congested that there waa a strong recommendation that the prison be enlarged or a new
their
prison built. The prison
report at that time, said:
It is notorious that the location, construction and arrangement of the prison snd the
sorrounding buildings have been made regardless of the laws of health, economy or
publio utility. • • • We cannot commend
the system of patching and botching which
has so long prevailed in relation to our 8tate’s
prison, hut sincerely trust that whatever improvements are made will be of a permanent
character.
At that time there was anch demand for
either a new prison or enlargement of the
prison, that Governor Morrill was given
authority to appoint a commission of one
person to examine into the system of disbursements, labor and discipline in the Maine
Htate prison, and make recommendations for
snch improvements as, in his opinion, were

great.

However, he did not take into account that a
new wing would be
necessary. Bis second
bid was *101,000.
At our hearings no one has argued that the
State prison at Thomasten is suitable for our
present needs. The argument has been
either in favor of a new prison at a suitable
location, or repairing the old prison. It appears to us that it would be a waste of money
and a great mistake to undertake to repair
this old, out-of-date, antiquated prison, especially situated as it is.
There are many reasons why the State
should build a new prison. The main prison
is old and out of repair, and must either he
rebuilt within a few years, or abandoned.
The cells are arranged Without regard to

considered.

from Bluehlll. Maine.

COUNTY

faotory here.
(Jept. Louie Lane aailed into the harbor
one day last week on hie way from Sail!-,
van to Philadelphia.
P. O. Libby, manager of the menu facthe Twltchellside of the wall. The estimated cost, as given toring department of
by Mr. Blcknell, a Rockland builder, is *56.000 Champlln Co., was in town recently.

..

Now.

doned lime-rock quarry, which oeenpiea from
one-half to three-fourths of an acre, that la
practically useless.
It appears to os that If the proposed alter*
atioo should be made, removing the prison
cells and installing new oefls of double the
capacity, where we now have Its cells we
would have ninety. This, of oourse, would
necessitate building a new wing, and, from
rsooal .observation, I am thoroughly conmeed there is no room inside the prison wall
for that purpose. Part of the wall would have
to be torn down, and an extension made out-

—

MAKE YOUR CASH

v'V0RK

*1 unques-

Thia bank not only afford a
ieB t,ut
tioned protection tor aavii~.ai’ rate
adde to all depoaita at a libe.
of intereet.

Hancock Co.

Savings Bank.EIL

^ortn

—

"FaSkHFS

HAIR

BALSA

m
wit

A toilet preparation of »*4ruff.
Helps to eradicate dam J and

For Restoring Color fd Hair.
Beauty to Gray or Fade juts.
60c. and >1.00 at Drag^-^—■*

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

*314,918 7f
5,060 01

FJ1HE subscribers, Bernard
1_ Benjamin H. Minor, both

H. Fowl© aad
oi Washington,
D. C-, hereby give notice that they have been
duly appointed executors of the last will and
testament, with codicil, of
MATILDA W. STANTON, late of WASH-

Admitted assets.
*309,858 6!
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
* 7,284 2!
Unearned premiums,
209,448 5$
All other liabilities,
60,236 9i
32,888 8?
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus.
*309.858
M. K. HOLMES, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

INGTON,

6:

Re-

INS.

COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Real estate.
$ 235,300 0i
Mortgage loans,
222,025 0
Stocks and bonds,
14,825,114 11
Cash in office and bank,
1,238,737 1
balances,
1,661,797 5 :
Agents’
Bills rtceivaole.
119.195 6
Interest and rents.
161,327 4 1
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$18,458,196 ttf.
147,781 7i ;

Admitted assets.
$18,310,715 1
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
Net unpaid losses.
$1,739,648 9
Unearned premiums,
7,813,867 2
All other liabilities,
100,000 0
Casta capital,
4,000,000 0
4,622,198 9
Surplus over all liabilities.
Totsf liabilities and surplus,
M. K. HOLMES,

$18,810,715
Agent.

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

in the District of Columbia, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. Ani that
they have appointed Edward B. Meaiw*.
Bar
of
Harbor, as their agent wttflui*
the State of Maine.
All persons
mands against the estate of said deceased ire
desired to present the same for settlement*
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Bernard H. Fowl*.
Benjamin S. Minor.
March 31, 1915.

1

subscriber

tiereoy
has been duly appointed
THEheof the
estate of

that
ad mini**

gives notice

trator

HANNAH C.

MARSHALL, late of UOULDS-J
BORO,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present tba
same for settlement, and all indebted theiefc*
are requested to make payment
immediately,
Ehnest S. Marshall.
March 2, 1915.

!

When the mail-order house finds <i
town whose local merchants do not ad
vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
list.
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The

LODGE
For

a

Time There Was

a

Doubt as to Its Occupancy.
By F. A. MITCHEL

John Rickets, gardener on a country
place, entered upon his day's duties
It was a
by trimming the hedges.
bright spring morning, and the sun
shone down upon John at his work.
The trees had leaved not long before
and still wore something of the pale
hue of early spring.
The birds were
building their nests and flying here
and there for material. John was a
young man, and the principle of nest
building was in him as well as the
birds. He was thinking of making a
home for himself.
Twenty years before the owner of
the place, a widow, Mrs. Alexander,
had a housekeeper who, dying, left a
little daughter, a babe. The child was
without any one of her own kin to
care for her, and Mrs. Alexander asAnne Bursumed the responsibility.
kett when she grew older was sent to
school and brought up as a member of
the Alexander family. She was a willful child, though not wayward.
Ordinary duties were burdensome to
her. She loved the country. In spring
she was never so happy ns in watching the opening of the buds and other
signs of the return of summer. In au
tnmn her delight was to walk through
the woods knee deep in dead leaves,
kicking them as she went and listening
to the sound they made in the otherwise silent forest.
It was she whom the gardener was
thinking of in connection with his
home building.
But more than ordinary lover's doubts possessed him.
Anne, though the daughter of an upper
servant, had been brought up. if not
as a lady, at least in a fashion that fitted her to assume the station of a
lady. John was the sun of a cultivator
of flowers which were sold in the city.
The boy inherited a taste for his father’s wosk and had taken a course in
an
agricultural Institution, after finishing which he accepted n position as
gardener. If Anne was nbove the station in which she had been born John
was above the usual interpretation of
the term gardener. But he had never
known Anne’s people and had always
regarded her as a lady.
When Mrs. Alexander died, since she
left no children of her own. the place
passed Into the possession of her nephHe was living
ew, Edgar Alexander.
abroad at the time of his aunt's death,
but returned to America and settled
down on the place he had inherited.
He was a bachelor over forty years
of age and had tired of roving. His
new possession was exactly suited to
his taste. He made no change in anything on the place, leaving the administration of the honsebold in the hands
of the woman who had managed it
for Mrs. Alexander. He had heard of
Anne through his aunt, bnt only as
the daughter of a former housekeeper
When
and a dependent on charity.
he came to America and saw the young
woman he was surprised to find s different person from the one he had expected to meet. He made no change
In her status in the household.
But be made a change In his own
status.
He had been a clubman, a
man of the world and had avoided enHe was
tanglements with women.
known to be well oft, and bachelors of
means are usually supposed to be
wealthier than they are. Women had
thrown themselves at him and had
been thrown at hlin by their mothers.
Bnt he would have none of them.
Toward this orphan girl he was different He drove with her. he played
When he was not
games with her.
with her he seetned not to know what
to do with himself. For the first time
In his life he melted under a woman’s
Influence.

COUNTY NEWS.

"Well, John,” Alexander replied,
moving on, “I can’t settle your love affairs for you. 1 can only say that I
shall build the lodge and If you wish

RASTER SUNDAY.
Severest Snow Storm of Scmod Did
Not Prevent Observance.
Ellsworth awoke on Easter moraine to
find itself wrapped in s heavy blanket of
snow, the severest storm of the winter.
The skies cleared early in the day, however, and church*goers braved the drifts
to
attend
at the
morning services

BLUERJLL.
Mrs.

to live In It you will be welcome to
do so.”
Not long after this Alexander, aided
by John, was staking out the lines for
The
the foundations of the lodge.
grounds near the gate were covered
with trees, and Anne, approaching,
paused la the shadow and watched
them for a moment and then, advanc-

H. A. Parker is visiting in Augusta.

N. F. Twining and Thomas Grieve, jrM

purchased
George Horton, of Cherryfield, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Snowman.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McIntyre are rehave

automobiles.

several

ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Prank L. Mason on the birth of a son..

ing. asked what they were doing.
“I'm going to bnlld a lodge here,”

Sunday school of the Congregational church held an Easter concert Sunday eveuing. All parts were well taken.
The decorations were beautiful.

afternoon,

Horton.

kindly

!

ioage

Mr. and

furnished

The selections

| songs,
some

families.
all.

The

pro-
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speech

a

S.

of
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their \ictrola.

on

several old
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Gettysburg

at
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music.
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of its

man, is in

were
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music

included

Lincoln's

modern

served.
ment

me

their

enjoyed by

readings of army incidents and adventures, by Misses Doris Merrill and Nina

wanted her?
The foundations lor

was

and

were

under

president,

the manageMrs. Carrie Snow-
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THOMAS E.

was

HALE,

flowers

City Clerk.

was a

Straight Ticket, make a X within the Square above the
To vote a Split Ticket, mark X in the Square over the
Party
printed name in li*t under X and fill in new name.

To vote

Party

a

name.

name, erase

SPECIMEN

follows:

BALLOTS.
FIVE

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.

For Alderman,

For Alderman

WILLIAM SMALL, Ward Five

The program of the Easter concert at
Methodist church Sunday evening
was as follows:

the

ORLAND.
The Easter concert at the

In Its rear. Anne, who had been out
gathering wild flowers, came In at the
gate and began to talk to him.
‘•VThat's that Mr. Alexander was saying to you about being married and living In the lodge
"He wants some one at the gate;
There has
what for I don't know.
never been any gatekeeper since the
place was built”
“Who Is It you're thinking of marrying T
“He's
John looked up, surprised.
been talking to you," he said.
Anne neither affirmed nor denied the
truth of the statement
“Did he tell you that she was not
bom a lady, but was brought up one?”
asked John.
Still there was no reply.
“She wouldn’t live In a lodge,” continued John.
"How do you know?”
“Perhaps she might do better. She
might be mistress of a country place of
her own."
“She might not wish to be.”
"But you don’t deny that she might
be if she chose.”

been

Conjrrejrmpostponed until

tional church

has

April 18.

_

Choir
Opening song.
Prayer.Pastor
Recitation..Velma Burriil
Recitation.Dorothy May Wheelden
Exercise, Ruth Young, George Partridge.
Eleanor
Wood,
James
Cushman,

OBITTARY.

Loring B. Bennett died at the family
on the Falls road Thursday, April 1,

home

after an illnesa of four weeks.
Mr. Bennett won the respect of all with
whom he had business dealings. He was
a veteran of the Civil war, and always a
staunch democrat.
Besides

ife, he leaves three sons—
Koacoe, of Bangor; Frank and Ernest, of
Orland, and an adopted son—Louis Hopkins, of Waltham, Mass.; also two brothers—Albert, of Bangor, and JDe Forest, of
East Orland.
Funeral services were held at the family
residence Sunday, Rev. A. B.J McAlister
officiating. The bearers were the four
sons.
Interment at Evergreen cemetery.
D.
April 5.

his

w

Florence Reed
Solo (in Arabic language)...

Marian Haskell
Recitation.Blanche Bridges
Recitation.Persia Brown
Recitation .Ralph Haskell

Recitation...Madeline Burriil
Song.Primary class
Recitation.Marian Haskell
Recitation.Arthur Tower
Recitation.Msttie Wyberg
Recitation.Phyllis Clement
Song.Choir
Exercise. Phyllis Clement, Mattie Wyberg,
Pauline Austin, Marian Haskell
Recitation.Evangeline Bridges
Recitation.James Cushman
Exercise, Florence Reed, Eleanor Wood
Song. ;. Choir

SOUTH HANCOCK.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Jack Ropes, of BaDgor, visited Edward
Grover last week.

Henry Bunker

bee

been

ill tbe

peet

week.

■ar

COUNTY NEWS

for

trip to Bermuda, where be it now
enjoying balmy aira and beautiful flowers.

to

ma

Rev. G. Mayo was called away Sunday
officiate at the funeral of a friend.

April

Harold Wilbur, travelling salesman, waa
Sunday guest of his fatber,Z. L. Wilbur.

a

Saturday.

There will be a social dance at Masonic
ball Friday erening, April 9.

•

Richard O. Allen baa returned to his
studies at Howdoin college.
Edward L. Smith, of Bar Harbor, is
a few weeks with his
family.

Mrs. Lucretia Downing, of Sullivan, was
in town Tuesday to attend the birthday
party of her brother-in-law, Eben Smith.
Mrs. Warmingbam will continue meetShe is an
ings each evening this week.
interesting speaker, and holds her audi-

remarkably

spending

A son arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Salisbury March ZT.
Mark W. Somes left Monday for Bos'on.
Abraham C. Fernald, Jr., returned Monday to the U. of M.

well.

The postoffice was moved April 1 to the
store of Halbert P. Blaisdell, Sprague's
block.
Elmer Pettengill, of Ellsworth,
is assisting for a few days.
Miss Frances Bragdon

David Hale, of Boston, is here, having

waa

home

_Sphat.

Pearl F. Smith ia ill.

Miss Lola Dyer and Arthur Bunker will
superintend a supper to be served at the
Methodist vestry Thursday.

ences

6.

MOUNT DBJEHT.

Mrs. Effle M a comber and son returned
from their visit to friends in Massachusetts

a

He may go through the canal to the Panaexpoattion before returning home.
Tbie undertaking abowa food courage in
a man paat bla three score and ten.

FRANKLIN.

Miss Areltne Hraoecom has returned to
home at Northeast Harbor, after

her

several

days

with relatives here.

The Southwest Harbor dramatic company will present the drama “Bar Haven"
at Masonic hall on Tuesday evening,

from

Mrs. Ida Stanley leaver this week (or
Bangor to attend the funeral of her father.
Boeton.
repairs made on hia boat.
She waa accompanied by Mrs. Edward
April 13.
C. L. Smith is moving G. W. Colwell &
J. H. Preeeey ie very 111 ol Bright's
Bunker and young daughter.
Mrs. J. Albert Letbiecq, of Brewer, and
Co.’s large packing house across the point disease.
The funeral of Koecoe Bragdon was held
near the lobster pound.
daughter Eleanors, spent several days
Gilbert Stanley la employed at Nortbeast
at his home Wednesday afternoon.
Rev. last week with her
C. 8. Colwell has bought John Wood’s Harbor.
parents, Lyman H.
Gideon Mayo officiated. Mr. Bragdon was Somes and wife.
place, with its furnishings, and moved his
Miea Vincle Bunker is employed at Er- an industrious
a member of the
citizen,
5.
April
Tango.
family there. Mr. Wood and family have nest Bpurling’s.
order of Red Men, many of whom attended
gone to Portland.
Mrs. George Leavitt, of Belfast, is visit- the service. He leaves two daughters and
BAY8IDE.
W.
April 5.
a son, to whom sympathy is extended.
Miss Vera Seeds, who baa been quite ill,
ing ber daughter, Mrs. Perley Stanley.
la improving.
Mrs. Willis Bunker went to Bar Harbor
GOOD MANNERS.
BIRTHDAY SURPRISE.
one day last week to see ber husband, who
Lester Wain log, of Dedham, is visiting
The pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ltttia A eta That Spaak Aloud About a is in tbe Bar Harbor hospital.
at R. F. Kemick's.
Eben
Smith
was enlivened Tuesday evenParaon’a Brooding.
Mrs. Vida Joy and daughter Eleanor
Mrs. Annie Sargent, of West Oouldsa
It la always tbe merest trifles rattier went to Bar Harbor Saturday to see Mr. ing by neighborly surprise party, March
30 being the seventieth anniversary of Mr. boro, la visiting her brother, J. W. Jordan.
than the big things of life which In- Joy, who has been in tbe
hospital four Smith's birth, i'be good wife had manSchool begine this morning in district,
dicate the manners and tastes of the weeks.
aged to keep the affair so quiet that Mr. No. 1; Miae Leila Oordon, of West Sulliaverage person, says a writer in the
Mrs. Fred Bracy, who went to Massa- Smith was
genuinely surprised when van, teacher.
London Chronicle.
▲ glaring social chusetts
general hospital in Boston, had neighbors began to
R.
April 5.
drop in with handerror, a particularly rude action or an
operation performed Thursday. Her shaking and congratulations for this
tactless speech are not made with too friends
WEST SULLIVAN.
hope (or a speedy recovery.
Grand Army veteran, wno, being quite a
great frequency, but other less obtruAndrew Doran la vialting in Boston.
April 5. _Rooney.
wit, returned salutes with smiles and jests.
sive faults are often committed—someMra. David A. Hooper was in Bangor
When ellpa of paper with
conuaJfanJtimes solely through ignorance or
AURORA.
were distributed etnonc
Monday.
.
want of thought
.ft*-,
Harry Bridges, of Bangor, was here Mon- deei of mirth wu erq^
H. H. Haeey is in Newark, N. J ol.
It Is just as grave a mistake to be
by ,hc
day to attend the funeral of his little J*r.jer we.
r.v.
g. M.y0, ,nd business.
too polite as to be abominably rude.
offered
nephew.
• solo by
The painstakingly polite person Is very
M„y M,yo wu ,weet|y
Theodore Abbott, Of Bangor, is a guest
Herbert Crosby, wbo was operated on renders^
Mr, Arthur Bunker reed an of B. Morton Havey.
trying to encounter, for extremes often
for appendicitis at the Eastern Maine
M.
or*5'ijai poem. After delicious retreabmeet, and be generally succeeds In beApril 5.
For Instance, general hospital, is improving rapidly.
ing actually 111 bred.
^. nta, a poem was read by Tbereea Lawrie,
of
she
Doris
tbe
Maine
which
and
her
Central insti- following
Mace,
there is always tbe man who, in the
young friend
fiftmisctncnK.
Ethel Workman sang “America ”.
An
mistaken Idea that a woman should tute, Pittsfield, and Arabella Rowe,
ornamented birthday cake, luminous with
always precede him, allows her to fight Bangor bigb school, spent Easter rec*Agg
candies, was conspicuous, and quite a
her way into a crowded train, descend home.
contrast with hardtack rations of Mr.
unaided and walk before him Into a
Lewis Crosby, student at CojY
coUe„
Smith's war-time days. The guests were
restaurant that Is rather full.
spent a week’s vacation witty „„
that has Lead for 60 years
t
served a generous sample of the cake.
Removing his right glove before Howard Crosby and wije
A friend
Otherwise, it
This enjoyable event was closed with must be very good.
shaking hands with a woman; raising Errold Burton, of K«ry,eld
,ccompaced singing of patriotic songs.
his hat when be offers a damsel his him.
Many happy couldu't stand this test of time.
renewals of the day were wished for the
Since 1*50 ‘1,. F.' Atwood's MedBeat In a car; carefully piloting his fair
extensive

Anne was looking Into vacancy.
What she was thinking John did not
know.
She knew of what she was
thinking, but It is questionable If she
knew herself Just what she thought.
At any rate, she was not controlling
her thoughts.
They were controlling
her. There was a step on the gravel
walk, and Alexander, approaching, saw
the girl standing near his gardener.
John looking wistfully Into her face.
A frown denoted that an Idea had entered Alexander's brain similar to the
one that had struck John when Anne
and Alexander had walked away from
him on the day the foundation line of
the lodge was being staked outfit
was succeeded by a smile, and Alexander said jocularly:
“Well, John, the lodge la nearly ready
for you. How about the girl who la to
occupy It with you? Has she consented to live lu so humble a dwelling?"
“I fear ndt,” replied John. “Where
I had one doubt on the day I gave’you
my confidence I have a dozen today.”
“How Is that, John?"
“That would be to discuss matters
which I have no right to discuss.”,
Alexander colored slightly under the
Implied reproof, then, turning to Anne,
asked her If she would walk to the
conservatory with him since he wished
to show her something there.
Auue
accepted, but before turning from
John gare him a look. What it meant
he did not know.
It was merely a
look.

__

_

_

<

When the lodge ■was finished Its ownEarl, little eon of Mr. and
ordered a supper to be served there
companion across a crowded street;
.elbert Bridges, died Friday, April
and Invited every one on the place to i walking on the outside of tbe pave- 0
W nlle John was thinking or Anne
Tbe
vcf a brief illness of pneumonia.
Mr. Alexander came out on the porch gather in the evening to celebrate the
ment and refraining from sitting when
When all had | talking to a woman who happens to Empathy of the community goes out to
and stood looking down on the grounds building’s completion.
The funeral was held at tbe
tbe parents.
surrounding liis home. Seeing his gar- come and were standing about the ta- be standing, are all Instances of those
1 home of tbe child’s grandfather, H. T.
dener clipping the hedge, he came ble preparatory to helping themselves ! little things which mark the good
Key. P. A. A.
down to where he was and began to to tlie viands Alexander, who stood at
breeding and thoughtfulness of a man. mBilsby, Monday afternoon,
The
of Ellsworth, officiating.
chat with him. He was unaware that the head of the table, filled a wineUnfortunately In some cases these ■Killam,
■toral offerings were many and beautiful.
John had received an education to tit glass. raised it and said:
things do not come by Instinct but
C.
W March 5.
him as an agriculturist, and John had
“Let ns drink to John Rickets, the rather through the hard school of ex
never said anything about possessing
occupant of the lodge, including his : perieuce.
AMHEBST.
future wife, who will occupy it with
a profession.
vn tne otner nanu, a woman requi'
Miss Vara Haslern has gone to East*
“John,” said Mr. Alexander, "this him, for, as the good book says, *It to be Just as careful of ber manr1
brook to teach.
It Is very exciting no doubt t<*®
plane should have a lodge at the gate is not good for man to be nlone.’
Mins Mary Kenniston has returned to
I'm thinking of building one.
All drank, looking at John.
The
loudly and Initiate casual hoar'0-'’ , u c
way.
Casline normal school.
But a lodge should contain some one toast had evidently stirred In him some
the mysteries of an Intimate °
<'onversa
Dr. L. A. Edgerly has been appointed
tlon with another woman
to admit visitors and keep out unde
strong emotion.
n 0 *D
“I shall occupy the lodge alone,” he
superintendent ot schools, (or the ensuslrable persons. Now, if yon were marnately the listeners are o'1':
<1‘‘ y 5°“
ing year.
ried I could put you In the lodge, and aald. "She whom I would like to octuously Impressed with
f“ct
the speaker Is Incapable'.
while you were at work about the cupy It with me will not live in a
Luther Kenniston has returned to Pitts,
of controllln*
her own voice.
field, after spending the Easter recess with
place your wife would be ready for any lodge, but a mansion, of which she Is
It Is usually either1
his parents, E. H. Kenniston and wife.
duty at the gate, though such duties worthy.”!
nen'ousn
There was that In John’s tone to put
would, of course, be nominal, for there
thoughtlessness that r1
L. E. Crosby and wife are in Bango:
I want a sober look on the assembly. Alexto display her worst'**?■«*■»
is really no need for a lodge.
for a few dayB. Mr. Crosby had the misx; side to the world
his
a
ander
knit
Then
sea*
brows.
something She will take
one as an addition to the place.”
_.
fortune to have his fingers severed from
*
th« 18
her In a crowded ^
John ceased to snip the hedge, low- happened to the astonishment of all.
the right hand recently while working in
a
*r
^
ered his shears and looked thoughtful. Anne went to where John was stand- of thanks or else
the mill.
c“
make
rous person feel .
Had he been older he would probably ing and pnt her arm through his.
C.
April 5.
«“barrass
“You are wrong, John,” she said.
ed by a quick anm°r*
have kept his thoughts to himself. Berefusal h
omphaUc
LAMOINE.
EAST
ing youug, be wished for sympathy, and “She was bom in servants’ quarters, profit by his
and she will live in a lodge.”
she will nish
°f
March Bennett has gone to Boston to
that makes one confidential.
through swing door,
As soon as Alexander could recover
without
work.
“The only woman l want for a wife,
to nott<‘e ,f any on<
Dg
la likely to
Mr. Alexander,” he said, “wouldn't himself he advanced to the couple and
Mrs. H. L. Young and daughter Marion
lu
his
Then
gffered
congratulations.
rive In a porter’s lodge.”
were in Bangor last week.
beT
who
walk on the f
“But this would be a gardener's there was a babel of congratulations
William Wallace was in Augusta last
from the others, after which they fell
Mrs. Augusta Austin, who has
lodge.”
week.
feast.
the
was
upon
to
I
refer
brought
“The woman
»
spent the winter there with her grandsons,
this
Alexander
soon
after
returned
In
live
to
any
returned with him.
up In too fine a fashion
^,-e they raise their hats.
to Europe and never came back to his
hodSe except that of a gentleman.”
Exp)
Frienda here of C. C. Toole, of BanRickin
America.
John
Had
srisnos
Taught.
“I* she a lady, John?” asked Alex country place
New Rra_
gor, were pained to hear of his sudden
ets
now a distinguished landscape
l
is
M1
no
hETe
"ee they
ander. with evident emprise.
of fare
death. For about twenty-five years he had
gardener, and his wife Is to all inOld Boarder—Don’t wot |
“She wasn't born a lady, but she has
ry; you’ll
spent his summers here.
and
tents
a
lady.
oon learn ltl
purposes
been brought up as one.”
N.
April 5.
er

Penally for wilfully defacing, Marine down, removing or daatroylng a Hat of
or specimen ballot—/Ins Co owe hundred dollar a fine.

Address.....Rev R B Mathews
Solo..Miss Bertha Giles

prosperous condition.

dug and the structure was nearly completed when one day Anne met John
making preparations for a little garden

Ellsworth

candldatea

Processional
Anthem, “Sinn Ye the Lord”.Choir
Reciiatiou.Mary Ault
Recitation .Mary Cousins
Carol.School
Recitation, Helen Whitcomb. Lillian MeGown. Hope Milltken
Recitation.
.Mary Scott
Recitation. Josephine Holmes
Recitation.Margaret Whitcomb
Carol.
School
Recitation, Chandler Richmond, Howard
Higgins, Whitcomb Haynes, William
Cousins, Thomas
Holmes, Bennie
Whitcomb.
Recitation. ..Priscilla Scott
Recitation. .Fern Richmond
Recitation...Sara Foster
Hinging, Alice Haynes, Elizabeth Cousins,
Louise Foster, Charlotte Whitcomb,
Ruth Whiting.

__

gram

finery

Easter

fairer because of this and in
comparison with the wintry weather
outside.
There were special Easter services at all
the churches, and Easter concerts at the
Congregational and Methodist churches.
The program of the special Easter concert at the Congregational church Sunday

The

members and

but

Llat of candidate* nominated, to ba voted for, to ward 6 to tba City of

April 12, IMS.

seemed the

“John will live
laid Mr. Alexander.
In It. I have suggested his taking a
wife to keep him company.”
The Fourth of July will be observed this
John, who was driving a stake, did
The
year on a large scale by this town.
a
glance
not look op and failed to see
is
committee
chosen
busy planning
that his employer gave the girl. Anne
features for the day.
The next meeting
turned away and walked toward the will be held
April 14.
her. and
Alexander Joined
house.
H.
April 5.
John, having driven the stake, looked
after them. An Idea seemed to have j# April| 6 w a* the date set for the obserentered bis brain or. rather, his heart, vance of Grand Army day, and James A.
for an idea will enter through the Garfield W. K. C. observed it at the reguheart that will not gain admittance lar meeting of the corps April 3. There
through the brain. Suppose Alexander was a good attendance of pod and corps
wanted Anne himself?
The thought brought with It Infinite
terrors. Although Alexander was nearly double the girl’s age. that was no
reason why she should not marry him.
He had inherited her with the place.
She was indebted to him for her living
As bis wife she would live a life of
luxury. Could there lie stronger reasons why she should marry him if he

Spring

churches.

noticeably absent,

OF MAINE.

STATE

j
|

esteemed host aud hostess.

quickly the time haa passed—
Looking back the years seem few,
And one wonders where the days have
As life passes in review.

April

;

5.

:

B.

Mrs. George R. Fuller, who has been ill I
I
of grip is improving.
Henry Clark and
wife are also recovering from grip.

The
April blizzard interfered will
Easter services.
Morning services wen
thinly attended, and the concert at th(
Methodist
church
was
postponed tc
April 11.

| ofFuneral
Capt. Boland Lunt
services

held at the homi
Thursday of Iasi
I week for the infant child of Mr. and Mrs
1 Albert
Smith, who had not been wel
I since its birth in Febrnary.
:

were

he3,rder_I

|
j

A most

interesting

stud'

Mrs. Hanna was assists* I
in entertaining by her
mother, Mr,
Bertha Bobbin..
nour

was
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Medicine

as

a

household

F. J. Cutler.
S5 cts.
At Dealers
Trial Bottle-By Mail
FREE.

(Signed) Mrs.

The

Big

Bottle

—

—

—

“L.

MEDICINE

F."

CO.,

P«rt-

land, Me.

DEPOSITS INVITED
The PRESTIGE enjoyed and du
Year's satisfactory service she
sufficient endorsement of this b
those contemplating a Saving

Hancock Go. Saving Bank Ellsworth

on

The Friday literary club was entertainei
Thursday, March 28, at the home of Mrs
Nellie Hanna.

have used it for years as a family
medicine, a laxative, and for the
stomach. 1 use nothing else for the
children.
I know of no medicine
that could take the place of 'I* *

I Atwood's
! remedy."

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Schools open this morning after twe
weeks’ vacation.

SSL'S**

I

gone

May succeeding years be many
And as peaoeful as those of the past.
And when the good Father calls you
May heavenly joys be yours at last.

!

5hSw yrZ$' T8bt ,,hv“d
ar„e ln.
zsz
sa
r»■4

the overwhelming evidence:
Farmington, Me.:
“I have had quite a long experience
1
with 'I,. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine.

So

_

,^“er08l.t3''

—

W’e come here to-night to honor you.
On this anniversary of your birth.
God grant the days of the future
Be your happiest days on earth.

th,e

botherf
be'f

icine has been a leading household
For 6d years it has proven
; its worth as a remedy for all stomach,
and as 1
liver and bowel troubles
j tonic of exceptional effect.
Mrs. Cutler's letter simply adds to

! remedy.

Gallantly serving our couutry
And its flag lied, White and Blue*

..

^

Buoker’a

We greet you to-night, dear brother,
Who haa been ao brave and true.

|

w,.th“t

Mrs.

reading follows:

[

’,r

Remedy

A Household

spent.

J. T. B. Freeman left here two weeks
ag

Steaa£& Dfflf
people in thia town have used io“"
where
yet to hear of a caee for-

and we have

they

mula.

have failed. We know the
Sold only by ua—26c a bo*E. G. Meore.

